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1 Introduction 

What role can fnancial incentives play in encouraging adoption and kin guardianship and 

improving the outcomes of afected children? Such fnancial incentives can be large and 

are a potentially important tool available to state agencies to improve the outcomes of 

children in foster care. Earlier work suggests that families respond to these incentives by 

taking more children into permanent adoptive or kin-guardian arrangements (Buckles, 2013; 

Brehm, 2021). In spite of this, we know little about impacts on the ultimate goal of such 

incentives: do they improve the longer term outcomes of children? In this paper we use 

a Minnesota policy reform combined with linked administrative data and a diference-in-

diferences identifcation strategy to generate evidence on this question. 

While many children in foster care reunite with their family of origin, others remain in 

foster care for an extended time. Nationally, 10 to 25 percent age out of the system without 

being reunifed or adopted. Typically, states provide fnancial support to children in foster 

care, but this support often ends when a child is adopted or placed in a kin guardianship, 

leaving the new family to fully support the child fnancially. Meanwhile, states face chal-

lenges in fnding safe, supportive adoptive homes for foster children. However, the efect 

of increasing payments in permanency on children’s later human capital outcomes could be 

positive, null, or negative. 

On the positive side, fnancial resources coming into the family may directly improve the 

foster child’s outcomes.1 Prolonged exposure to foster care and aging out of foster care is 

itself correlated with poor transitions into adulthood, including homelessness (Congressional 

Research Service, 2019). Financial incentives may mitigate this through accelerating the 

move to “permenency” (adoption or kinship care) sooner, and may lead adoptive parents to 

invest more resources in the child sooner. For the remainder of this paper we will use the 

term “permanency” to refer to the two types of post-foster alternative arrangements directly 

afected by the payment reform: adoption (a permanent and lifelong legal arrangement) 

or kin guardianship (an arrangement that ends when the child turns 18, typically used 

by the child’s extended family).2 Finally, payments could enable low-income families that 

1In general, more resources for children’s households evidently improve long-run outcomes (Institute of 
Medicine and National Research Council, 2000). Evidence points to benefcial efects of family income, 
especially among children in more-disadvantaged families (Duncan et al., 2010, 2011; Dahl and Lochner, 
2012; Løken et al., 2012; Aizer et al., 2016), and of food stamps (Hoynes et al., 2016). Among children in 
low-income families, increased access to health insurance raises educational attainment, employment, and 
hourly earnings, and reduces disability in adulthood (Brown et al., 2020; Cohodes et al., 2016; Goodman-
Bacon, 2021). Evidence shows increased access to expensive high-quality care and education services improve 
children’s short- and long-run outcomes (Duncan and Magnuson, 2013; Elango et al., 2015; Hendren and 
Sprung-Keyser, 2020). 

2Both adoption and kin guardianship are forms of post-foster permanency that are alternatives to reuni-
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have important non-fnancial resources and the child’s interests at heart to take on the 

responsibility of care they otherwise would not be able to aford. 

For null efects, a child’s foster family is by far the one most likely to adopt a child, and 

it is often required that prospective families spend some time fostering the child they wish 

to adopt. So, the child will often be in the same family setting either way, just changing 

the label on the time (foster or permanency) but not the family setting itself. Also, because 

parents and guardians have control over the payment resources, they may direct them to 

purposes other than the child’s development. 

For negative efects, the highly personal nature of child rearing means that matching 

between prospective adoptive parents and children is important. There’s little prior evidence 

about how fnancial incentives afect match quality. On the margin, the policy’s boost to 

pecuniary incentives could crowd out altruistic incentives and worsen match quality, with 

negative consequences for children’s development (Bowles, 2016). Ultimately, we have little 

knowledge of the long term efects of fnancial incentives to move children into permanency, 

and it is difcult to make a prediction of even of the sign of the impact of such a policy on 

children’s outcomes. 

To understand the efects of fnancial incentives, we leverage a payment reform that 

was part of Minnesota’s January 2015 Northstar child welfare policy reform. Minnesota 

policymakers were dissatisfed that older foster children (ages 6 years and up) spent too long 

in foster care rather than being reunited with their origin family or fnding an alternative 

permanent home. In contrast, younger foster children who were not reunifed with their 

origin family moved to an alternative permanency arrangement more quickly. Policymakers 

worried that the termination of payments that occurred with permanency created unintended 

disincentives against it. For children exiting foster care into permanency, the state’s monthly 

payment rate fell by an average of 80 percent for older children and by 77 percent for younger 

children (Figure 1).3 Following the reform, among children ages 6 and up, the within-child 

ratio of monthly payment in permanency to foster care rose from 20 percent to 90 percent 

(Figure 1). In contrast, the ratio rose only from 23 percent to only 32 percent for younger 

fcation with the origin family. We use permanency as an umbrella term that refers to both adoption and 
kin guardianship so as not to privilege one of these arrangements over the other. There is a debate among 
child protection and social work researchers about whether kin guardianship is less benefcial for children 
than adoption. Our fndings apply to both arrangements. 

3Northstar’s implementation was preceded by a demonstration study with experimental and non-
experimental designs that looked only at changes in length of time the child spent in foster care. The 
demonstration project aimed “to determine whether a continuous (or single) beneft program would increase 
permanency rates and shorten foster care stays among children who have been in foster care for an extended 
period of time” (Institute of Applied Research, 2011). The study sufered from a variety of implementation 
challenges, making the fndings unclear. An experimental part of the study that ran in only two counties 
found some imprecise, suggestive evidence of accelerating children’s moves from foster care into permanency. 
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children exiting foster care to permanency. Consequently, the policy had a much larger efect 

on caregiver fnancial incentives for older than for younger children. 

Figure 1: Replacement Rates of Permanency Stipends, by Child Age and Policy Regime 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services data on payments. See the text in section 5 and Ap-
pendix D for details. 
Notes: This fgure focuses on children who exited from foster care to adoption or kin guardianship, referred 
to jointly as permanency. For each child, we compute the ratio of their monthly post-foster stipend in perma-
nency to their monthly stipend in foster care. We partition children into four groups by age group and policy 
regime at exit from foster care. Across children within group, the bottom bar refects the average percent 
of their foster stipend replaced by their stipend in permanency and the top bar refects the complementary 
percent of foster stipend lost in permanency. 

We analyze the efects of payment equalization on children’s academic achievement scores 

three years after the start of their foster case via linked administrative data. This is the frst 

paper to use quasi-experimental methods to investigate the impact of payment policies in 

permanency on children’s later human capital accumulation. Due to children changing their 

name in adoptive families, linking children in foster care out of the child welfare system 

into other administrative records is challenging. We address this difculty with new linkages 

within and across public agencies administered by the University of Minnesota’s Center for 

Advanced Studies in Child Welfare via its Minn-LInK project discussed below. 

To identify efects of the payment equalization policy, we employ a variety of diference-in-

diferences (DiD) specifcations. We compare outcome changes experienced by older children 

in foster care relative to the changes of younger children with similar observable character-
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istics. To understand impacts of the policy on time spent in foster care, we use duration 

models with calendar year-month fxed efects and foster child age fxed efects. Linking 

Child Protective Services administrative data to schooling and academic records allows us 

to explore the impact of the permanency subsidies on longer-run outcomes such as stan-

dardized academic achievement scores, using child age and date at the start of the foster 

placement as exogenous variation in exposure to the policy of payment equalization. We 

augment this identifcation strategy with random forest techniques to predict which children 

at foster care entry are most likely to be impacted by the policy. 

We fnd large medium-term gains to child human capital. For children exposed to the 

policy, achievement test scores increased by a third of a standard deviation three years after 

case start. To understand these gains, the rich data allows study of a variety of mechanisms. 

The policy increased the net present value of the total stream of payments paid in the 

years between case start and achievement testing by an average of $1,964. This implies a 

cost beneft ratio around 16, given how achievement gains lift lifetime earnings (Hanushek, 

2011). The achievement efects are 3–5 times larger than would be predicted based on that 

payment diference and prior research on the causal efect of increased family income on 

test scores, though prior work was outside of the foster care setting. Therefore, while more 

money going to families is likely part of the story driving test score gains, improved stability 

in the child’s life likely also played a role. We further see substantial reductions in children’s 

behavioral problems, as proxied by a decline in the likelihood of school suspensions, and a 

reduction in school instability, proxied by their average number of schools attended per year. 

Closest to this study is a literature that evaluates the impact of monetary incentives 

on the occurrence of adoption and length of time spent in foster care. Such studies fnd 

that increasing monetary payments to adoptive families increases the number of adoptions 

in a given period of time.4 For example, Buckles (2013) looks at federal funds for adoption 

subsidies provided through the 1980 Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act, showing 

that such funds increased the number of adoptions. Similarly, Brehm (2021) uses a bunching 

analysis to show that making the federal adoption tax credit refundable resulted in 2,400 

4Historically, the quantitative analysis of foster care policies is likely subject to selection bias (Cuddeback, 
2004; Buckles, 2013). More recent studies trying to estimate causal impacts focus on whether home removal 
is good for child well-being. Two infuential papers use random assignment to caseworkers and variation in 
relative caseworker leniency (Doyle Jr., 2007, 2008; Bald et al., 2019). Doyle (2007, 2008) compare children 
who were assigned to caseworkers with a predisposition for home removal versus children assigned to a more 
lenient caseworker. Applying this design to Illinois data, Doyle fnds worse outcomes for children (particularly 
older children) who were removed from the home. More recently, Roberts (2019), Bald et al. (2019), and 
Gross and Baron (2022) use data from other states with similar research designs and fnd improvements in 
educational and/or safety outcomes for children. Warburton et al. (2014) document a sudden increase in 
home removals following a high profle child death due to a failure in the foster care system. Such removals 
are associated with worse educational and economic self-sufciency outcomes for older boys. 
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more adoptions in the year following the policy change. Argys and Duncan (2013) look at 

state-level policy variation in the adoption subsidy; using a state-year panel they also fnd 

such subsidies increase the number of adoptions.5 Unlike our work, most of their cross-state 

policy variation decreases but does not eliminate the fnancial “penalty” associated with 

moving from foster care to adoption.6 

We confrm and extend this earlier literature. In a related paper, Perales (2024) looks 

at the impact of a retrospective increase in payments to kin-guardians and fnds that this 

increase in payments decreases the long term likelihood of maltreatment of children in Cal-

ifornia. We difer from Perales (2024) in focusing on academic outcomes which are directly 

related to child human capital accumulation. Partnering with the government of the state of 

Minnesota allows access to these richer data to look at longer-term outcomes not previously 

investigated. Further, unlike Perales (2024), our identifcation strategy uses an increase in 

the amount of payments to permanent families relative to foster payments: such that our 

treatment captures an incentive to adopt children into kinship arrangements. Finally, we 

also capture efects on both kinship and adoptive arrangements. 

This is also the frst paper we know of in the economics literature to specifcally focus on 

the elimination of the disparity in payments between foster care and permanency. Equalizing 

the stipend ofered in foster care and permanency potentially results in larger impacts than 

found in earlier work. Further, state policy changes rarely happen as an isolated event 

but tend to be associated with a number of additional reforms. Focusing on a single state 

allows us to look closer at the institutional details associated with a policy change, and 

to incorporate this into our model. Because we isolate a single large policy shock, we can 

also transparently test for pre-trends leading up to the reform. While Northstar did change 

other aspects to the policy, the others did not have age-specifc thresholds, and so the frst 

diferences absorbs their efects. 

In addition, we check for anticipation efects, such as potential adoptive parents delaying 

5Rodgers and Wallace (2020) and Hansen (2007) also fnd that fnancial incentives encourage adoption. 
6A related literature looks specifcally at how subsidies to foster families impact foster outcomes while 

the child remains in foster care. Critically, such payments could decrease the incentive to adopt a child if 
the payments made when child is adopted don’t also increase. Testa and Slack (2002) and Doyle (2007) 
investigate this in the context of a policy in Illinois that decreased payments to foster parents. These papers 
fnd that as payments to foster care families decline both the amount and quality of care declines, particularly 
for “costly” child cases such as children with diagnosed mental health problems. Likewise, Testa and Rolock 
(1999) and Doyle and Peters (2007) show that higher payments to foster care families increase the supply of 
available foster families. These papers also shows improvements in foster placement stability with increased 
payment levels. More recently, Perales (2024) fnds that increasing payments to county foster care providers 
decreased the maltreatment of children in private agency homes as the private providers felt pressure to 
provide a higher quality of service in order to remain competitive with county care providers. On the other 
hand, Chorniy and Mills (2022) fnd no evidence that such increases in payments to foster families improve 
child health as measured by emergency room visits. 
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permanency until their foster child ages into the higher, post-reform adoptive payment. We 

fnd evidence of some children younger than 6 having their permanency delayed until they 

are older due to the law, but the delays are short and isolated to those children who were 

directly below the age 6 threshold. Accounting for such red-fagging or “strategic delays” of 

permanency has only minimal impacts on our estimated average treatment efects. 

Section 2 goes into details on policy context along with a description of the data. Section 3 

describes the basics of the identifcation strategy. We then document the large test score 

gains, as well as impacts on other human capital outcomes from the policy in Section 4. 

We place these fndings in context by using payment data in Section 5. Section 6 shows 

that time to exit from foster care also greatly accelerates. Section 7 places the various 

estimates throughout the paper into context while discussing mechanisms and implications, 

and Section 8 concludes. 

2 Context and Data 

Our analysis focuses on comparing changes in the outcomes of foster cases before versus after 

the reform with attention to diferences in changes for children above and below the age 6 

threshold. Payments in adoption increased much more for older than for younger children 

(Figure 1). This diferential increase in the permanency-to-foster payment ratio is the basis 

of our research design. The diferential increase in payments is not just for children ages 6 

or higher at the time of the reform but for all children who age into 6 at any time after the 

reform is implemented.7 

Our main results are on outcomes three years after foster care start. To explore how per-

manency payments to families changed with Northstar, we use payment data from Minnesota 

DHS to construct the total Net Present Value (NPV) of payments from foster care entry 

through three years after case start (including both foster care and permanency payments), 

chosen to parallel the period between case start and the time of the standardized achieve-

ment score measurement for the test-score subsample. The average permanency placements 

pre-Northstar took 16 months from case start: so the policy on average refects 1–2 years of 

additional monthly permanency payments.8 

Around the policy change, the NPV of payments is relatively stable for children whose 

cases start at ages that likely make them too young to qualify for payment equalization but 

increases substantially for older children, those likely subject to the payment equalization 

7The median post-reform ratios are 50 percent for older adopted children and 100 percent for younger 
adopted children, though there are many particular circumstances where policy does not extend payments 
post permanency or that adjust the ratio somewhat. 

8For more details on how we construct net present value from the payment data see Appendix D 
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reform. Panel A of Figure 2 shows raw mean trends in NPV for all children who get placed in 

permanency by their age at case start for both the pre-equalization-policy years of 2013–2014 

and the post-policy years of 2015–2016. To ease comparison, both series are normalized to 

be zero for those age 4 at case start. Given the average of 16 months in foster care before 

permanency, children whose cases start at ages older than 4 in the later years would be 

expected to remain in foster care long enough for them to qualify for equalized payments; 

those 4 and younger are expected not to stay in long enough to qualify in any year, though 

some individuals do of course. In the pre-policy years, NPV increases steadily with age until 

leveling out at around age 4. This increase is due to the fact that younger children exit 

to permanency much more quickly than older children in foster care and, in permanency, 

received few to no payments from the state. For the post-policy years NPV also increases with 

age but increases past age four before leveling out with higher payments for children ages six 

and older: the age at which the policy provides higher payments. This diferential increase 

in payments before versus after the policy refects the increased generosity of payments in 

permanency to older children. Diference in the raw data in payments between the two series 

ranges from $5,000 to $7,000. 

Figure 2: Relative Net Present Value of Payments and Share Placed in Permanency Within 
Two Years by Age at Case Start 

(a) Net Present Value (b) Share Adopted in Two Years 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services data on payments. See the text in section 5 and Ap-
pendix D for details. 
Notes: In both fgures each series is normalized to be relative to their age 4 values. Panel A shows the average 
Net Present Value of payments made to children who enter permanency (2022$), where the horizontal-axis 
is age of child in years at case start. Series are shown for two sets of foster case start years, immediately 
before the payment equalization reform (2013–2014) and immediately after (2015–2016). Panel B shows the 
percent of cases adopted within two years by child age at case start. We observe more years of data on foster 
care cases than on payments, so Panel B shows the series over longer periods. 

Families responded to these incentives by adopting more of the older children whose 

NPVs increased more (Figure 2: Panel B). The vertical-axis is the normalized share of cases 
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that exited to permanency within two years of case start by age at case start, for the pre-

policy years of 2011–2014 and post policy years of 2015–2018.9 Starting around birth the 

likelihood of a permanency placement within two years decreases with age for both series. 

In the pre-policy years, adoption shares continue to decline for older children past age 4. 

In contrast, for those (older) children exposed to the policy, the decline in adoption shares 

fatten out: refecting a relatively larger likelihood of adoption for older children post-reform. 

Our identifcation strategy builds of these types of comparisons apparent in the raw data, 

using regression analysis to hold the composition of case types constant over time.10 

Recent data quality improvements that improve linking of a child’s records within the 

Minnesota child welfare administrative data over time and across other administrative data 

sets reduces measurement error here. Preivously, child name changes at permanency made 

it challenging to link a child’s pre-permanency records with any post-permanency record, 

even within child welfare data. Linking to K12 or other data systems adds more challenge. 

This study benefted from Minn-LInK’s recent investment in following children across name 

changes and their long-running ability to link a child across state administrative data sys-

tems. Minn-LInk analysts linked children across adoption name changes using algorithmic 

linking backed by substantial human verifcation. Researchers access de-identifed, linked 

data via a secure server. Leveraging identifers in state data, it is now more possible to 

reliably identify a child over time and across state agencies. We observe both time spent in 

foster care and payments from the state to both foster and adoptive or kin guardian fam-

ilies. We trace the outcomes of these children in both the Department of Human Services 

(DHS) records, Department of Education data on school attendance, out-of-school suspen-

sions, and academic achievement on standardized tests Department of Health records on 

Medicaid-funded mental health service use. 

Additional reforms occurred around the same time as Northstar’s permanency payment 

reforms but only payment reform diferentiated at the age 6 threshold.11 The other main 

reform was that Minnesota began using a new system for assessing children and caregivers 

in order to determine payment levels. Specifcally, the state moved away from using diferent 

rubrics for setting payments in foster, kin guardianship, and adoption. In the new system, 

all children in foster care were assessed in a single rubric that determined payments in all 

arrangements. Because it afected all children in foster care rather than diferentiating by 

9We have more years of data on foster care cases then on payments. 
10Our access to the academic achievement data is dormant until after we get an R&R. We devised the 

design for these fgures after our access went dormant, so we do not have an analogous fgure for student 
achievement but plan to include one in the next iteration. 

11Northstar is not unique in this respect. States that reform their permanency subsidy payments typically 
implement a number of additional reforms to qualifcation requirements and administration. 
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age, the DiD identifcation strategy should pull the efects of this general change out as a 

time efect. We also observe the assessment rubric and score, and controlling for assessment 

score directly does not afect our results. We further discuss this test and the changes in 

assessment in Section 4.2 below.12 

2.1 Foster Care Data and Descriptive Statistics 

We analyze Minnesota DHS data on all foster care cases starting from January 2011 through 

July 2019. A case starts when the state removes a child from their family of origin and 

places them into foster care.13 For each case, we observe start date, child demographics 

(age at start, race, ethnicity, and gender) and reasons for removal from the family of origin. 

Panel A of Table 1 shows summary statistics across cases. The frst column summarizes case 

characteristics across all foster care cases. The second column summarizes the subsample of 

records linked to K12 records 36 months to 47 months (three years) after case starts: this is 

our main sample for educational outcomes besides test scores. The third column summarizes 

variables for the subsample with a state-mandated standardized achievement test score at 

three years after case start. This subsample is smaller. Because the state mandates testing 

only in grades from three to eleven, this subsample excludes children who are the youngest 

and oldest at case start. 

Case characteristics are similar across samples. Children average a bit older than age 8 at 

the start of their foster care placement. Twenty percent of cases involved African American 

children and 15 percent involved Native American children, far higher than these groups’ 

shares in Minnesota’s child population. Panel B of Table 1 shows the reason for exit from 

foster care for the 88 percent of cases that end by the observation window’s close in July 

12Additionally, directly following the Northstar reform, the state also began requiring a licensure require-
ment for kin guardians. Specifcally, kin guardianship could only occur after the prospective guardian had 
cared for the child for six months as a licensed foster parent. Prospective parents already were required to 
foster before adoption. The state wanted to reduce the share of guardianships that later dissolved, return-
ing the child to foster care. By ensuring guardians met foster parent licensing requirements and succeeded 
through a six-month trial period, this reform aimed to promote post-foster placement stability. Requiring 
the family to have already spent some time with the child ensured that the child and their permanent care-
giver had a strong attachment to one another. To account for this, we directly model this requirement when 
looking at kin guardianship by controlling for an indicator variable when in the frst six months of foster 
care out of the risk set for guardianship after the policy came into efect. Finally, Medicaid was extended to 
some additional families following kin guardianship, though not adoption. This policy impacted all children 
and did not diferentiate by child age. Further, the extent of take-up is unclear as Medicaid was sometimes 
available to these families through other sources. It is possible that older children beneft more from a 
Medicaid expansion, but the existing literature suggests that the long-term health benefts of Medicaid are 
focused on children exposed in the prenatal period and those younger than age 5, which would (if anything) 
bias our estimates downward (Miller and Wherry, 2019). 

13We exclude the few cases where parents voluntarily placed their children in foster care because these are 
nearly guaranteed to end in reunifcation. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Foster Care Cases 

(1) (2) (3) 
Subsample linked to: 

Sample of cases: All K12 Records Test Scores 
Panel A: Case Characteristics at Start 

Age, years 8.34 7.27 8.57 
Average number of cases per child 1.37 1.37 1.28 
White 37% 37% 41% 
African American 20% 20% 18% 
American Indian 15% 16% 16% 
Hispanic 10% 10% 10% 
Removed for neglect 26% 30% 32% 
Removed for physical abuse 10% 12% 14% 
Removed for caretaker drug use 24% 22% 23% 
Removed due to child behaviors 19% 15% 8% 

Panel B: Case Outcomes If Closed 
Average case length, months 11.42 13.16 13.38 
Exit to family reunifcation 58% 62% 62% 
Exit to any permanency 19% 26% 27% 
Exit to adoption 11% 15% 13% 
Exit to kin guardianship 8% 11% 14% 

Panel C: Test Scores 3–4 Years after Case Start 
Math z-score — — -0.81 
Reading z-score — — -0.70 
Average z-score — — -0.77 

Panel D: School Outcomes 3–5 Years after Case Start 
Any out-of-school suspensions — 13.5% 22% 
Average School attendance rate — 88.5% 91% 
Average number of schools attended per year — 1.49 1.58 
Any use of mental health services — 10% 7.5% 

Number of cases 52,344 20,407 6,908 
Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data, Minnesota Department of Education 
K12 school data, and Minnesota Department of Health Medicaid data for 2011–2019. 
Notes: This table shows summary statistics at the foster case level linked with educational and health 
records. The frst column shows statistics on all foster cases starting during this time. The second describes 
the subsample of cases that link with educational records. The third describes the further subsample for 
which achievement test scores 3 years (36-47 months) after case start are observable. 
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2019. Such dispositions include reunifcation with the family of origin (58 percent), any other 

type of permanency (19 percent), including adoption (11 percent) and kin guardianship (8 

percent). Of the remaining cases (33 percent) either did not exit by the end of the observed 

sample time frame or exited for a variety of less common reasons such as aging out of foster 

care.14 For children with cases starting in this time range, any prior foster cases are largely 

observed as well.15 Fully observed cases average 11.4 months over the entire period. 

2.2 Outcomes 

We frst look at the impact of payment equalization on children’s academic achievement, 

measured by standardized tests taken after three and before four years from a foster case’s 

start. Test scores are transformed into standardized z-scores, normalized within the dis-

tribution of scores among all Minnesota children in the same grade, subject, and school 

year. 

To understand potential mechanisms, we study efects on related academic outcomes 

during these three years between case start and the achievement test, and separately for a 

few years after. These related outcomes are whether the child experienced any out-of-school 

suspensions, school attendance rates (percent of days attended per year), school instability 

(number of schools attended per year), and mental health service use. Data on academic 

outcomes is typically observed annually and, in the case of test scores, only in certain grades. 

Child welfare system outcomes, such as whether the child exits from foster care to adoption, 

are observed monthly. We also look at outcomes in the child welfare system, such as the 

rate of exit from foster care into permanency and the stream of payments to these children 

after the start of their case. 

An outcome of the child in case-i measured at calendar time-t is normalized according to 

the number of years elapsed since the start of their case (Eit). Outcomes occurring within 

0 to 12 months of the start of a case occur before a year has passed have E = 0. Outcomes 

occurring 12 to 24 months after the case start occur in elapsed year E = 1, and so on. Each 

achievement test score (as well as other academic outcomes) is allocated to an elapsed year 

based on time since case start and coverage of the school year leading up to the spring the 

test was taken.16 

14Other examples include when children run away or child death. 
15All past child welfare records are preserved for 10 years after the child’s most recent case ends. So we 

only would miss past cases for older children who had no case in the decade prior but did have an earlier 
case. 

16Consider a child who takes a standardized test at the end of April 2014. The year leading up to it runs 
May 2013 to April 2014. The frst half of that year ends in October 2013. If the child’s foster case started 
in October 2012, then E = 1 starts October 2013 and runs through September 2014, including the majority 
of the year ending in the month of the test. So the April 2014 test would be coded as E = 1. If instead a 
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For academic test scores, we focus on test scores three years after case start. We estimate 

the efect at a fxed elapse since case start in order to hold the amount of time children are 

exposed to policy and their maximum length in foster care fxed.17 Three constraints limit 

the window over which we can observe the test score sample. First, our sample must include 

children under the age of 6 at case start (control group), as well as older children. Second, 

standardized tests are administered only starting at the end of third grade. Third, there 

are less than 5 years between the policy change in January 2015 and the last wave of test 

scores observed in our data in spring 2019. The sample of children 1) under age 6 at case 

start, 2) exposed to the policy reform, and 3) with observed test scores, has the most mass 

at E = 3.18 Using E > 3 would reduce the already limited number of post-policy years 

we could look at in an event study. Using E < 3 would dramatically shrink the number of 

young at case start children we could observe with test scores. That said, some test scores 

for control group children with E = 2 are observed, and they are included in some models 

to assess robustness. 

Overall, our linked sample contains 6,908 cases with at least one E = 3 test score (Table 1, 

Column 3). Restricting the sample in this way limits the age profle of the children in our 

test score sample to those who start foster care between the ages of 4 and 14. Younger and 

older children are not observed in a tested grade at E = 3. 

The elapsed time structure of the test score analysis informs our analysis of attendance 

rates, out-of-school suspensions, school stability, and mental health service use. These out-

comes are all observed at more ages than test scores are, so the linked sample is larger. 

We pool together outcomes in earlier years (0 ≤ E < 3) leading up to when test scores are 

measured, and those observed in the subsequent two years (3 ≤ E ≤ 5).19 The linked sample 

for outcomes (3 ≤ E ≤ 5) years after case start contains 20,407 cases (Table 1, Column 2).20 

child’s foster case started November 2012, then the majority of the year ending the month of the test is in 
E = 0, so the test would be coded as E = 0. 

17In our design, since we compare older to younger children, either elapse or grade could be held fxed 
but not both. Looking instead at efects on test scores in a fxed grade (e.g., third grade) would require 
comparing children with greatly difering lengths of potential policy exposure. For example, children with 
a case starting at age fve might be exposed to policy changes for three years before third grade scores are 
measured, while those starting at age seven might be exposed to policy changes for less than half as long. 
Because all scores are normalized within grade-subject-year in the full Minnesota student population, DiD 
comparisons of changes between diferent age groups at the same years-elapsed since case start seem more 
informative than comparisons of changes between diferent years-elapsed groups at the same age. 

18For instance, a four-year-old whose case starts in January 2015 ends third grade in April 2019, yielding 
an observable third grade test score with E = 3. 

19We still are limited with data through 2019, so outcomes 4-5 years after case start have one fewer year 
of post policy exposure. 

20Mean school outcomes for years zero to three are shown in Table 5 and Table A-2. We show school 
outcomes three to fve years after case start in Panel D so that the numbers in Table 1 are the most 
comparable to our main test score outcomes three to four years after case start, given limited table space. 
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Children who experienced foster care are highly disadvantaged in terms of achievement, 

with average test scores 0.77 standard deviations below the statewide mean (Table 1, Panel 

C). Likewise, they have relatively low average school attendance rates (88.5 percent), a high 

likelihood of having had any out-of-school suspension three to fve years following foster 

case start (13.5 percent), and substantial school instability averaging 1.49 schools per year. 

Approximately 10 percent of them use state-provided mental health services at some point 

during these years (Panel D). 

To investigate the impact of the policy on time to permanency, we use hazard models 

where the outcome is whether foster-care exit is observed in a given month. Given that 

we use policy variation at the monthly level, we transform the data so each observation 

represents a case-month, allowing age and calendar time to vary within each case episode so 

that we measure exactly when children move into diferent policy regimes. We show summary 

statistics at the case-year level for these regressions in Appendix Table A-1. Figure 3 visually 

represents exit to permanency or reunifcation at the case-month level by showing a survival 

curve. As discussed above, younger children exit from foster care faster than older children, 

though many children of both age groups remain in foster care for multiple years. 

3 Identifcation and Estimation 

We frst outline the thought experiment behind our DiD approach, and then describe how 

we adapt this approach to enable analysis of academic, schooling, and payment outcomes. 

For analyzing the impacts on time spent in foster care the setup is somewhat diferent and 

we discuss that strategy in detail in Section 6. Generally, policy variation comes from the 

diferential post-reform change in payments for older versus younger foster children based on 

age at case start (Figure 2), and identifcation of the treatment efect comes from the change 

in average outcomes from before the reform to after the reform for children age 6 and older 

(treatment group) relative to children under 6 (control group). For child-i observed at time 

t when they are a years of age, a standard diference-in-diferences model would be: 

Yita = α11(t ≥ 2015)1(a ≥ 6) + α2Xi + γa + δt + ϵita (1) 

Yita expresses an outcome for case i observed at time t, when i is age a. 1(t ≥ 2015) 

indicates t being post the January 2015 reform. 1(a ≥ 6) indicates child i is 6 or older 

at time t. Interest centers on the DiD parameter α1, expressing the change in average 

outcomes following the policy among older children less the change among younger children. 

X is a vector of case-specifc control variables fxed at case start. We control for child race, 
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Figure 3: Foster Care Case Survival Curves, by Child Age Group at Case Start 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services data on foster cases. See Section 2 for more details. 
Notes: Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the likelihood of not yet exiting foster care as a function of elapsed 
months since case start for the full sample of cases. The top line shows the survival probabilities for children 
6 or older at case start. The bottom shows survival for kids younger than 6 at case start. Over the whole 
period, older children remain in foster care longer. While children may age into treatment post reform, age 
at case start provides one proxy for which children are most likely exposed to the reform. 

ethnicity, gender, and reasons for the child’s removal to foster care.21 The model absorbs 

fxed additive diferences by age using years-of-age fxed efects (γa) and over time using 

calendar year-month fxed efects (δt). This is a non-staggered DiD design estimating the 

efect of a single policy change where the age and time fxed efects subsume indicators for 

“treatment” and “post,” respectively.22 Standard errors are clustered at the child level. 

21We show results with and without controls in our main models. Race and ethnicity dummies are White 
non-Hispanic, Black non-Hispanic, Hispanic, Native American non-Hispanic, and other. Reasons for removal 
dummies are neglect, physical abuse, caretaker drug use, behavioral problems, and other. In the raw data, 
reasons for removal are not mutually exclusive, so we control for what is reported as the primary reason for 
removal, even though several reasons can be listed. We also include a female dummy to control for gender. 
The analysis conditions only on variables fxed at case start because policy can afect later time-varying case 
characteristics. 

22Recent critiques of two-way fxed efects models focus on staggered-adoption designs, with multiple 
groups treated at diferent times (Goodman-Bacon, 2018; Baker et al., 2021). Given that treatment began 
at the same time for all treated children, this is not an issue. 
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For our main results, we adapt Equation (1) to estimate the reform’s efect on children’s 

academic achievement several years after case start. Treated foster care cases are children 

who spend some or all of their time older than age 6 when in foster care and some or all of 

the case occurs post January 2015. We do not assign treatment based on the observed length 

of the foster care case because length of time in foster care is endogenous to the policy, as 

we document in Section 6 below. Instead, we link academic records to the foster care case 

level but use only variation fxed at the start of each foster case, the year-month of case 

start and child age at case start, along with a predicted value for “expected” length of foster 

care for case-i (Li) conditional only on characteristics at case start. Li is a prediction of 

the time over which the child will be in foster care and therefore exogenously exposed to 

the policy. In our main models we set Li equal to 16 months—the average length of foster 

cases that started and ended within the pre-Northstar period, excluding cases that ended in 

reunifcation with the child’s origin family.23 

We replace the DiD treatment variable in Equation (1) (1(t ≥ 2015)1(a(it) ≥ 6)) with 

the share of months each child is expected to spend treated (ShareT reatedi) based on this 

16-month window of expected case length, given the year-month and age at which the foster 

case starts. For example, if a child begins their foster care case when they are older than 

6 and past January 2015, then their foster care case would be unambiguously treated for 

its whole expected duration and ShareT reatedi = 1. If, based on the child’s age and the 

calendar time at case start, it would be longer than 16 months before the child turned 6 or the 

post-reform period of January 2015 is more than 16 months away, then ShareT reatedi = 0. 

This will be the case for any foster care cases that began before midway through 2013 or 

for any case that started when the child is younger than 56 months old (approximately 4.66 

years old). For intermediate cases, ShareT reatedi ranges between 0 and 1 based on the 

percent of months that the child is both older than 6 and in the post-2014 reform period.24 

An advantage of this approach is that we can easily modify the value of Li to be over diferent 

expected policy horizons to test diferent assumptions about timing. 

Panel A of Figure A-1 shows variation in ShareT reatedi by year-month of case start (in 

6-month intervals) for three diferent ages at case start: 4, 5, and 6; using the 16-month 

23The included cases—children who would be ultimately adopted, enter kin guardianship, or whom we 
don’t observe an exit for and may age out of foster care—are the most likely to be afected by the Northstar 
payment reform’s change in fnancial incentives. 

024Formally, let t0 be the calendar year-month at case start and a be age in months at case start. A case’s i i 
policy exposure window runs from t0 to t0 

i + Li. The number of months from the start of the case until thei 
0child is at least 6 years old and the policy reform occurred is Wi ≡ max{(tJan2015 − t0), (a6 −a )} . The share i i 

of the exposure window the child is treated is then ShareT reatedi = (Li − Wi)/Li if Wi ≤ Li & Wi ≥ 0. If 
0Wi > L then ShareT reatedi = 0. If Wi ≤ 0 that implies t0i ≥ tJan2015 and a ≥ a6, in which case we seti 

ShareT reated = 1. 
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expected treatment window. The pre-period treatment throughout is zero for all three ages. 

Starting midway through 2013, some children will spend part of their expected case length 

treated. We see those who were age 6 at case start gradually increasing their treatment 

exposure starting in mid 2013 until they spend their entire case in the post period (cases 

that start January 2015 or later). Those who are age 4 at case start never spend any of their 

expected case treated because even after 16 months they are still younger than 6. Those 

who are age 5 at case start gradually increase treatment midway through 2013 as their case 

is predicted to overlap with the post-reform period. However, because only the last four 

months of their case is predicted to be spent above age 6, treatment only ever increases to 

25 percent. Panel B shows the same variation more richly in a heat map with time of case 

start on the x-axis and age of case start on the y-axis (both in months). 

With exposure to treatment measured for each case, we estimate a linear DiD model 

adapting Equation (1): 

Y(iat) = β1ShareT reatedi + β2Xi + γa0 
i 
+ δt0 

i 
+ ϵiat. (2) 

Because an observation here is at the case level and test scores are measured at an elapse of 

E = 3 from case start, age (a) only varies by age at case start (ai 
0) and time (t) only varies 

by year-month at case start (t0 
i ). The model therefore uses age-at-case-start fxed efects γa0 

i 

and year-month of case start fxed efects (δt0 
i
). Yiat denotes average test z-score for child in 

case i whose case starts at age ai 
0 and whose test scores are observed E = 3 years elapsed (36 

through 47 months elapsed) after case start in time t0 
i . For our main test score outcome we 

average together reading and math z-scores. While we prefer using this treatment intensity 

approach, we can alternatively employ a dichotomous treatment indicator equal to one for 

children who are “fully” exposed to the policy, i.e., older than 6 and post 2015 at case start, 

and zero for all other children. This is identical to assuming a treatment exposure window 

of Li = 0. This case reduces to a traditional DiD design and we show that results are robust 

to such an approach. 

A common challenge in papers on adoption out of foster care is that our sample is a 

mixture of two latent types of cases. Most children in foster care reunify quickly with 

their parents without ever being “at risk” of remaining in foster care indefnitely or until 

permanency. Alternatively, there are cases that will remain in foster care for a longer period, 

eventually having parental rights dissolved. When looking at the efects of a policy that 

impacts payments in permanency, likely-to-reunify cases are unlikely to be afected. In such 

cases, Child Protective Services reunifes the family if they judge it is low risk and parents 

pass concrete milestones that can often be achieved quickly with a combination of counseling 
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and additional resources. Reunifcation occurs in 58 percent of cases in our sample. On 

average, reunifcation cases are short compared to the rest of the sample, many lasting less 

than two months. Though reunifcation is observable in administrative data ex post, it is 

unobservable ex ante, near the beginning of the case.25 Because of this and because fnancial 

incentives to adopt could conceivably decrease the likelihood of reunifcation if permanency 

happens in its place, it has been common in the literature to include such cases in the sample 

(Buckles, 2013; Argys and Duncan, 2013). 

We can focus our analysis on the type of cases where the policy is liable to have more 

substantial efects (cases that would tend to end in adoption, kin guardianship, or aging 

out) and exclude others (those predicted as likely to reunify). We do not want to condition 

on realized reunifcation, which could be endogenous to the policy. Instead, we use random 

forest models to predict likelihood of reunifcation and then classify cases as either highly 

likely or less likely to reunify. The random forest is frst trained using a random subset of 

cases in the early pre-reform period and predicted of of characteristics fxed at the time of 

case start. We follow conventional machine learning methods to guard against over-ftting 

and to test the quality of our predictions. Then, we score all cases and partition them 

between those predicted to have an 80 percent or greater likelihood of reunifcation versus 

other cases. We restrict the sample to less-likely-to-reunify when analyzing outcomes beyond 

the foster care system. We classify observations as less-likely-to-reunify if they are predicted 

by the random forest to have less than an 80 percent chance of reunifcation. Appendix C 

discusses details of the random forest model.26 

Our key identifying assumption is that there are no confounding diferential unobservables 

changing between older and younger children concurrent with the reform. To test this, we 

adapt our model to an event study by replacing ShareT reatedi with an interaction between 

indicators for case start time aggregated into six month bins and the fraction of Li for 

which the child is predicted to be “treated” (age 6 or older).27 Given the 16-month exposure 

window, event studies are normalized such that the frst half of 2013 is the excluded period as 

that’s the last fully unexposed half year; cases starting then have their exposure window end 

before Northstar begins. Cases beginning in the second half of 2013 are partially treated. 

25We discussed the possibility of identifying such cases ex ante with administrators at Minnesota DHS. 
Placements that seem straightforward at case start can end up having deeper problems that ultimately 
prevent returning the child to a family of origin. Parental rights are sometimes dissolved late in the process, 
after the child has been living with their prospective adoptive parents in foster care for some time. 

26The 16 month window of expected case length is similar for the predicted to not reunify sample and the 
whole sample by construction: 16 months is the average length of foster cases in the pre-Northstar period 
excluding reunifcations. P2016 

0 
27Specifcally ,we modify Equation 2 to be: Y(iat) = ShareOldiδt(0i) + β2Xi + γ Wheret=2011 a + ϵiat. 

i 

ShareOldi is the share of the expected case spent over the age of 6 based on age at case start. δt(0i ) is a set 
of dummy variables for calendar time of case start. 
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Treatment over time is illustrated in Panel A of Appendix Figure A-1, which graphically 

shows the variation in treatment exposure generated by this design. In addition to six 

month bins, we also show results with more-aggregated one-year bin time dummies, to 

improve statistical power. To clearly identify treatment efects, we focus the event study 

on the sample less likely to reunify. 

Another concern is bias that arises from systemic unobserved diferences between old 

and young children. Narrowing the sample’s age range closer to the age 6 threshold should 

reduce this bias, making those on either side more similar. However, excluding ages reduces 

the sample size, a bias-variance trade-of. We address this through analyzing diferent sam-

ples: children of all ages (-6 to +12 years around sixth birthday), those aged 2–9 only (±4 

years), those aged 4–8 only (±3), and those aged 3–7 only (±2). Results are largely similar 

across bandwidths. Finally, we assess balance on observable characteristics by using case 

demographics as outcomes in Equation (1) and showing that changes in these demographics 

aren’t predicted by the policy. 

4 Child Human Capital Outcomes: Results 

4.1 Results: Academic Achievement 

Exposure to the payment reform substantially boosts academic achievement three to four 

years after case start. Analysis of the full sample in Table 2, only controlling for age and 

year fxed efects, shows a 0.32 standard deviation improvement in text scores (Col. 1). 

The coefcient stays nearly the same after adding controls for demographics and reason for 

removal (Col. 2). Impacts are generally similar for reading and math scores though with 

slightly larger and more precise estimates on math (Panels B and C). Focusing only on the 

less likely to reunify subsample (Col. 3), efects are larger at 0.46 of a standard deviation. 

One-third to one-half of a standard deviation increase in test scores over three years is a 

large learning gain. These children otherwise face tremendous disadvantage, as refected in 

a pre-treatment average test score 77 percent of a standard deviation below the all-student 

average. Section 5 will put these results into the context of the policy’s estimated efect 

on the amount of money coming into the household from the state. Overall, the implied 

returns—in terms of academic achievement relative to extra money spent—are high. 

4.2 Additional Validation Tests 

Bias could come from unobserved confounding diferences between older and younger chil-

dren. To frst address this, we assess robustness to narrowing the sample’s bandwidth around 
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Table 2: The Impacts of Subsidizing Permanency on Academic Achievement Test Scores 
Three Years After Case Start 

(1) (2) (3) 

Panel A: Child’s Average Achievement z-Scores 

Policy Exposure 0.319 * 0.311 ** 0.455 ** 
(0.170) (0.155) (0.214) 

Pre-policy Mean -0.78 -0.78 -0.71 
# of cases 6908 6908 3155 

Panel B: Child’s Math z-Score 

Policy Exposure 0.334 * 0.308 * 0.411 * 
(0.177) (0.165) (0.225) 

Pre-policy Mean -0.81 -0.81 -0.74 

# of cases 6142 6142 2838 

Panel C: Child’s Reading z-Score 

Policy Exposure 0.250 0.275 0.468 ** 
(0.186) (0.169) (0.235) 

Pre-policy Mean -0.72 -0.72 -0.67 
# of cases 6160 6160 2902 

Controls No Yes Yes 
Sample Full Full not reunify 

Source: Minnesota Dept, of Human Services foster case data and Minn. Dept, of Education K12 data. 
Notes: This table shows results from estimating Equation 2 where each observation is a foster care case. 
Each coefcient above is from a diferent regression. Panel A shows efects on the outcome of the average of 
both math and reading z-scores. Panel B shows efects just on math, Panel C just on reading. Columns 2 and 
3 include controls for child race, ethnicity, gender and reasons for the child’s removal to foster care. Race and 
ethnicity categories are White non-Hispanic, Black non-Hispanic, Hispanic, Native American non-Hispanic, 
and other. Reasons for removal categories are neglect, physical abuse, care taker drug use, behavioral 
problems, and other. The frst two columns are estimated on the full sample while the third column is 
estimated on the subsample of cases that were predicted to not reunify based on a random forest algorithm. 
See the text for more details. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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the sixth birthday policy threshold (Table 3, Panel A). Cases are included if the child’s age 

at case end is within the relevant age bandwidth. The baseline specifcation on the full sam-

ple, including controls, is reproduced to ease comparison (Column 1). First, we drop cases 

of children who spend their policy exposure window outside ±4 years of the sixth birthday 

threshold; that is, we only include children ages 4 to 9 when looking at test scores (Column 

2) or 2–9 when looking at time to permanency discussed below.28 Next, the sample is nar-

rowed only to cases of children within ±3 and ±2 years of the age threshold (Columns 3 and 

4). Estimated efects are largely robust to changes in bandwidth. Though the coefcients 

decrease slightly for the ±4 and ±3 age bandwidths, the results are qualitatively similar. 

Further, a key goal of the payment reform policy was to increase older children’s timeliness 

to permanency: excluding the older children excludes many of the policy’s intended bene-

fciaries. The estimates lose statistical signifcance in the narrowest ±2 bandwidth sample, 

but the point estimate is similar to that of the 3–8 age bandwidth. We keep all children in 

the sample both for power and to broaden the external validity of our main estimates. 

Estimating the test score model requires a number of specifcation decisions against which 

we show robustness. As an alternative to the assumed 16-month policy exposure window 

set equal to the average length of non-reunifcation, pre-reform cases, we assess the impact 

of assuming a policy exposure window that is instead: 1) the average foster care case length 

observed entirely in the pre-reform period including reunifcation, which is seven months; 2) 

individualized predicted case length based on a linear regression model estimated on pre-

reform observations and using covariates fxed at case start; and 3) the exposure window is 

only the case’s frst month (Treated = Post × Old at case start), implying a case is treated if 

and only if the child is exposed for their entire foster case. We also assess robustness to which 

test scores are included (reading, math, or their average), whether any available E = 2 test 

scores are averaged together with E = 3, and whether to include covariates in the model. 

Finally, we show robustness to the sample used: the full sample, the sample predicted less 

likely to reunify using linear regression, or the sample predicted less likely to reunify using 

our random forest model. 

We illustrate the robustness of the result to these decisions across this wide range of 

decisions in a specifcation curve fgure (Figure 4). Each point on the fgure is a coefcient 

estimate, with 95 percent (and 90 percent) confdence intervals shown in light (dark) grey 

bars, and the particular specifcation detailed below. A blue diamond marks our preferred 

specifcation (matching Table 2, Column 2, Row 1). Several key patterns are evident. First, 

results are robust across many specifcations. Estimates from all specifcations are positive 

28The diference is because age is already restricted to be no younger than 4 in the test score sample, so 
the Column 2 bandwidth is binding only for older children. 
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Table 3: Robustness to Varying Age Bandwidths: Efects on Average Test Scores Three 
Years after Case Start and Foster Care Exit Rates 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Sample: All Ages Ages 2-9 Ages 3-8 Ages 4-7 
Bandwidth from 6th Birthday: [-6,12] [±4] [±3] [±2] 

Panel A: Average Achievement z-Scores† 

Policy Exposure 0.31** 0.28* 0.27* 0.25 
(0.16) (0.16) (0.16) (0.16) 

Pre-policy mean -0.78 -0.73 -0.73 -0.69 
# of cases 6,908 4,597 3,772 2,908 

Panel B: Exit to Any Permanency 

(Age 6+) x (Post 2014) 0.21*** 0.11* 0.16** 0.24** 
(0.06) (0.07) (0.08) (0.11) 

Pre-policy mean 
# of cases 52,334 23,845 18,220 13,049 
Case-month observations 667,992 295,885 218,864 144,981 

Source: Minnesota Dept. of Human Services foster case data linked to Minn. Dept. of Education K12 data. 
Notes: Each coefcient in the above table is from a diferent regression. Panel A shows estimates of Equa-
tion 2 on average within-child math and reading z-scores where each foster care case is a separate observation, 
and limiting the regression to the test score linked sample. Panel B shows coefcients from the estimation 
of Equation 3 on the likelihood of exiting foster care to permanency in a given month, where each obser-
vation is a foster care case-month. In both panels, the frst column includes all ages. Subsequent columns 
tighten the age band around the age 6 threshold. All specifcations control for child race, ethnicity, gender 
and reasons for the child’s removal to foster care. Race and ethnicity categories are White non-Hispanic, 
Black non-Hispanic, Hispanic, Native American non-Hispanic, and other. Reasons for removal categories are 
neglect, physical abuse, caretaker drug use, behavioral problems, and other. See the text for more details. 
† Caveat : given the constraints of observability window and testing starting at the end of third-grade, the 
linked test score sample does not include any children who started their case younger than age 4; in Panel 
A, only the top of the age range changes across columns. 
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and the majority are statistically signifcant. Our preferred specifcation is not one that has 

a particularly large coefcient nor a particularly small confdence interval. Results are robust 

regardless of which test score measure we use, whether test scores two years after case start 

are averaged to the outcome, and the timing on how policy exposure is assigned, though 

coefcient estimates tend to be smaller for reading z-scores. 

While coefcients range from approximately 0.15 to 0.60, estimates most often lose sig-

nifcance when in specifcations that combine two assumptions: a case is treated only if it 

starts post 2015 at age 6 and older (i.e. Li = 0) and including only the random forest’s less 

likely to reunify subsample. The less likely to reunify sample has the longest case lengths 

(whether reunifed or not) and thus the longest actual exposure window, whereas assigning 

treatment based on Post × Old is equivalent to assuming the exposure window is only the 

case’s frst month. Therefore, many cases that are in fact treated whose case started over a 

year before January 2015 (due to the long de facto exposure window of cases predicted not 

to reunify) are assigned as not being treated. This measurement error in turn attenuates the 

estimates. We generally see the largest coefcients for the less likely to reunify subsample 

when one of the longer treatment exposure window assumptions are made. 

Next, we turn to an event study to illuminate trends in the diference between treatment 

and control groups. In Figure 5 the outcome is the average of reading and math scores. 

We plot coefcients in six-month bins as the light grey circles without confdence intervals 

starting in 2011. Overlaid with this, we also plot yearly bins for more statistical power 

as the black circles with confdence intervals starting midway through 2011 (11-12). Both 

sets of estimates include controls. Diferential trends in test scores between younger and 

older exposed foster children are fairly fat between 2011 and the frst half of 2013, with no 

pre-trend evident. The frst cases expected to be treated begin halfway through 2013 (16 

months before January 2015). For these cases that begin in late 2013, which are predicted 

to last until after the policy change, we see lasting and increasing relative improvements 

in achievement tests for older children. The visual magnitude of the efect in Figure 5 is 

comparable to our estimates in Table 2. 

Another identifcation concern is that unobservable case characteristics could be changing 

over time in a way that is correlated with the policy. To test this, we perform a balancing 

test where we put observable case characteristics on the left-hand side of our estimating 

equation. This test is meaningful under the assumption that, if observable characteristics are 

not changing systematically with the policy, then unobservable characteristics are unlikely to 

do so. Dropping all categorically related controls from the model (e.g., dropping all race and 

ethnicity dummies when regressing on Black), there is no signifcant relationship between 

our policy variable and indicators for gender, race, and ethnicity (Black, White, Native, 
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Figure 4: Specifcation Curve 

Source: Minnesota Dept. of Human Services foster case data and Minn. Dept. of Education K12 school 
data. See Equation 2 in the text. 
Notes: This fgure shows estimates of the efect of reform on academic achievement across a range of 
models with diferent combinations of outcomes, covariates, policy exposure windows, and samples. Each 
specifcation uses a diference-in-diference model of a test score measure. Each small black square on the 
fgure is a diferent coefcient estimate, with its 90% confdence interval in dark grey and 95% interval in 
light gray, for a diferent specifcation. The main specifcation is highlighted as the blue diamond. Each 
row below the graph identifes particulars of the specifcation. The frst four rows specify the outcome used, 
either the average math and reading z-scores from 3–4 years after case start, these math and reading z-scores 
separately, or average math and reading z-scores averaged over both 2–3 and 3–4 years post case start. The 
second fve rows specify whether covariates fxed at case start are included and how predicted length of 
case exposure to the policy (Li) is defned. Exposure variations are average pre-period case length, average 
pre-period case length excluding reunifcation, Post×Old (i.e., only treated if the case starts post Northstar 
and when the child is 6 or older), or using linear regression on pre-reform cases to predict case length with 
the same case covariates used as predictors. The fnal three rows specify three diferent samples: the full 
sample, the subsample predicted as less than 80% likely to reunify using a random forest model, and the 
subsample predicted as less than 80% likely to reunify using linear regression (again with predictions based 
on the case covariates). 
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Figure 5: Event Study on Standardized Achievement Test Z-scores: Three Years after Case Start by
Calendar Time of Start

-.5

0

.5

1

11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16

Case Start Year (half year intervals starting in 2011)

Source: Minnesota Dept. of Human Services foster case data and Minn. Dept. of Education K12 data.
Notes: This figure shows how differences by age group in the average of math and reading test scores 3
years after case start change over calendar time as different cohorts become exposed to the policy reform.
Specifically we modify Equation 2 to be: Y(iat) =

∑2016
t=2011 ShareOldiδt(0i) + β2Xi + γa0

i
+ ϵiat. Where

ShareOldi is the share of the expected case spent over the age of 6 based on age at case start. δt(0i) is a set
of dummy variables for calendar time of case start. Small gray dots show coefficient point estimates from
a model that aggregates δt(0i) by half year cohorts starting in 2011. The solid black dots show coefficient
estimates from a separate model aggregating δt(0i) into yearly bins starting midway through 2011 (11-12). In
both cases the outcome is the average of math and reading z-scores. In both models, the graph is normalized
so that the coefficient representing the first six months of 2013 equals 0 for ease of comparison with prior
and subsequent years. For the cohort well before the reform (2011-12), the coefficient expressing the older-
group gradient in test scores is similar to that of the last cohort fully not exposed to the reform (2012-13).
For subsequent cohorts, which are exposed to the reform, the older-group gradient in test scores increases,
showing that the older-child differences over time are larger than younger-child differences over time.
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Hispanic, or Other), nor reasons why the child was placed in foster care (Table 4). This 

holds for both the full sample (Panel A) and the subsample predicted less likely to reunify 

(Panel B). Further, in addition to the coefcients being insignifcant, the coefcients’ signs 

do not consistently suggest that advantage is increasing or decreasing with the sample.29 

29For example, the sign on neglect cases is positive and children from neglect cases are relatively more 
advantaged than cases involving abuse; however, the sign on female cases is negative and girls tend to perform 
better in academics than boys. 
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Table 4: Balancing Test: Northstar Policy Exposure Regressed on Case Characteristics 

Female Black Native White Hispanic Neglect Abuse Drug Use 

Sample: All 

Policy Exposure -0.095 
(0.091) 

0.019 
(0.069) 

-0.045 
(0.068) 

0.019 
(0.089) 

0.019 
(0.052) 

0.025 
(0.084) 

-0.020 
(0.056) 

0.030 
(0.080) 

Pre-policy mean 
Obs 

0.48 
6908 

0.19 
6908 

0.16 
6908 

0.40 
6908 

0.09 
6908 

0.33 
6908 

0.14 
6908 

0.20 
6908 

Sample: Predicted to Not-Reunify 

Policy Exposure -0.047 0.066 -0.087 -0.061 0.024 -0.033 -0.038 0.027 
(0.125) (0.070) (0.102) (0.121) (0.084) (0.115) (0.057) (0.117) 

Pre-policy mean 0.49 0.12 0.22 0.43 0.09 0.35 0.08 0.31 
Obs 3073 3073 3073 3073 3073 3073 3073 3073 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data and Minnesota Department of Education K12 school data. 
Notes: This table shows results from a “balancing” test where we put indicators for various case characteristics that are fxed at the start of the case 
as outcomes of Equation 2 and test if the policy change predicts diferential changes in these case characteristics by age group. Each number and 
standard error refects the coefcient on the Northstar policy variable from a diferent regression. Case characteristic indicator outcomes are listed in 
the column headings. Models include covariates leaving out those sets cateogrigically related to the outcome of interest: ie. When testing the efect 
of the policy on indicators for race we only control for reason for removal indicators and gender. 



Lastly, we check whether results are driven by the change in the assessment rubric used to 

set the amount of the foster care payment that occurred with the Northstar reform. In both 

policy regimes, there was a basic monthly foster payment determined only by child age. There 

could also be supplemental payments that rise with child and parenting needs.30 Including 

assessment level fxed efects does not qualitatively change our results: the coefcient on 

ShareT reated stays at 0.319 while the standard error declines to (0.156). This is as expected, 

since the assessment did not change around the age 6 threshold used to identify our policy. 

4.3 Other Educational and Mental Health Outcomes 

Next we study efects on additional education and health care outcomes, an indicator for 

any out-of-school suspensions, average school attendance rate, and average number of schools 

attended per academic year (school instability), as well as an indicator for the use of any 

mental health services. This analysis focuses on the sample of children observed in any 

Minnesota K12 school. Unlike test scores, these outcomes are observed every academic year. 

To provide context for the test score results, we partition observations by elapsed years since 

case start into two groups: those in years leading up to the analyzed test scores (in the 

frst three years after case start = 0 ≤ E ≤ 2) and outcomes in the three years after that 

(3 ≤ E ≤ 5). In robustness tests, we also show results separately by each elapsed year. 

Estimates imply a substantial, persistent decline in child behavioral problems. The pol-

icy reduces the probability of having any out-of-school suspension between case start and 

test score measurement by 2.1 percentage points when including controls. The pre-reform 

proportion of children with any suspension is 19 percent, implying an 11 percent reduction 

relative to the base rate (Table 5, Panel A, Column 2). In years three through fve, we see 

a long-term efect of a 3 percentage point decline in having had a suspension or 21 percent 

of the mean (Col. 4). In both cases the magnitudes on the coefcients decline only slightly 

after adding controls. 

Counter to these positive results, we see evidence that the policy change caused a small 

decline in school attendance rates three to four years after case start, averaging 1.2 percent 

fewer days in school annually, which is about two days a year (Panel C, Columns 1 and 2). If 

30Before Northstar, DHS assessed every child in foster care using the Difculty of Care (DOC) rubric. 
After Northstar, it shifted to using the Minnesota Assessment of Parenting for Children and Youth (MAPCY) 
rubric. We observe each case’s points value on its contemporaneous rubric. DHS developed a crosswalk to 
approximate the equivalence between DOC point ranges and MAPCY point ranges (Figure A-2). Each row 
corresponds to a payment category with relevant DOC and MAPCY point ranges corresponding. Need and 
payments rise moving down the table. This allows us to break cases into more-homogeneous groups that are 
stable across the whole time period. We defne fxed efects for the rows and assign these to cases based on 
each case’s DOC or MAPCY score. This brings in more refned measure of child types, capturing if some 
children are systematically more likely to get higher letters in a way that is correlated with the treatment. 
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Table 5: Estimated Impacts of Payment Reform On Other Educational and Mental Health 
Care Outcomes 

Elapsed years since case start 

Policy Exposure 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
0-2 0-2 3-5 3-5 

Panel A: School Suspensions 
-0.035*** -0.021*** -0.038*** -0.030*** 
(0.008) (0.007) (0.010) (0.010) 

Pre-Reform Mean 
Obs 

0.19 
33,824 

0.19 
33,824 

0.14 
20,407 

0.14 
20,407 

Policy Exposure -0.012** 
(0.005) 

Panel B: Attendance 
-0.014*** 0.0001 
(0.005) (0.005) 

-0.002 
(0.005) 

Pre-Reform Mean 
Obs 

0.88 
27,393 

0.88 
27,393 

0.88 
17,204 

0.88 
17,204 

Policy Exposure 
Panel C: Average # of Schools per Year 

-0.082*** -0.041** -0.005 0.009 
(0.019) (0.018) (0.023) (0.023) 

Pre-Reform Mean 
Obs 

1.49 
33,824 

1.49 
33,824 

1.41 
20,407 

1.41 
20,407 

Policy Exposure 
Panel D: Mental Health Services 

-0.016*** -0.007 -0.007 -0.004 
(0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) 

Outcome Mean 
Obs 

0.10 
33,824 

0.10 
33,824 

0.06 
20,407 

0.06 
20,407 

Controls 
Sample 

No 
Full 

Yes 
Full 

No 
Full 

Yes 
Full 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data, Minnesota Department of Education 
K12 school data, and Minnesota Department of Health Medicaid data. 
Notes: This table shows results from estimating Equation 2 on outcomes other than test scores. Each row 
and column shows a coefcient from a diferent regression. The outcome shown in Panel A is any out of 
school suspension over the defned elapsed time period. Panel B shows average attendance over the defned 
elapsed time period. Panel C shows average number of schools attended per year averaged over the defned 
elapsed time period. Panel D shows any mental health service use defned over the elapsed time period. 
Columns 1 and 2 defne elapsed time as 0-2 years after case start. Columns 3 and 4 defned elapsed time as 
3-4 years after case start. Columns 2 and 4 add controls for race, ethnicity, gender and removal reason. 
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fnalizing a permanency placement requires legal obligations that remove the child from the 

classroom, this could explain the declines in attendance. Regardless, improved attendance 

rates do not seem to be a mechanism for raising achievement. Attendance rate efects fade 

out in the longer-term period of three to fve years after case start. 

We next estimate efects on school instability. Children experiencing foster care struggle 

to maintain continuity in the same school, averaging 1.5 schools per year in our sample in the 

three years after case start pre-policy reform. Payment equalization causes a small reduction 

in instability. Students attend 0.04 fewer schools per year, a 2 percent decline, in the frst 

three years after case start. While small, this increased stability potentially contributes to 

improvements in test scores. Efects on school instability fade out four to fve years after 

case start. 

We observe an indicator for any mental health service use in matched Medicaid records 

and look at efects in the given time frames. We see declines in the probability of mental 

health service use in the frst three years without controls (Panel B, Column 1), though the 

estimate is not robust to controls and attenuates (remaining negative) during four to fve 

years after case start. It is not clear if a decline represents improvements in mental health 

or loss of access to care. For most of these outcomes we see a similar (albeit noisier) pattern 

when examining individual elapsed years (Appendix Table A-2). 

4.4 Heterogeneity 

Next, we estimate heterogeneity of efects across diferent subgroups. Doing so is of interest to 

understand which groups experience the largest marginal returns from the policy. We look at 

diferences by child demographics (race, ethnicity, and gender) as well as reason for removal 

(neglect, physical abuse, caretaker drug use, or one of the many other smaller categories 

of abuse). It is not obvious ex ante if the additional incentives to adopt and subsequent 

improvements in achievement are likely to be larger for more or less disadvantaged groups of 

children. For example, children removed for neglect instead of physical abuse may be more 

likely to beneft from larger payments due to there being more candidate adoptive families 

willing to take on a child with less severe problems. On the other hand, it may be less 

benefcial because the additional payments may have the highest marginal beneft in cases 

where the child is the most in need. Overall, we see larger test score efects among male 

and Native American children as well as those who are removed due to parental drug abuse 

(Appendix Table A-3). Strikingly, the test score efects become small, not signifcant, and 

negative for Black children, though the standard error is large. Efects are fairly similar 

across the other diferent reasons for removal. 
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5 Costs and Payments 

We now estimate how the payment reform policy changed the stream of payments going 

from the state of Minnesota to impacted households. This analysis has two main purposes: 

1) to estimate the fscal cost of the policy to Minnesota, and 2) to estimate the magnitude 

of the increase in family income as a potential mechanism causing the improvement in test 

scores and other child outcomes. To line up the timing of the main beneft (test scores) with 

the cost (payment stream), we focus on measuring payment streams between case start and 

the time of the E = 3 test score. 

DHS payment data shows each monthly foster care payment associated with each foster 

case and, if a child moves into permanency, the frst payment made to the adoptive family. 

We calculate the total payment stream that goes to each foster child’s foster and perma-

nent families as 1) the sum of any foster payments observed in foster care added to 2) the 

observed adoptive payment for cases that end in permanency, repeated monthly from when 

the payment is frst observed at case end until the standardized testing year and month. 

Because the time path of payments afects public cost, we also compute a net present value 

of each monthly payment stream by discounting monthly payments using the yield rate on 

the State of Minnesota’s taxable General Obligation Bonds, 4.6 percent in August 2023. We 

infation adjust all payments to 2022 dollars. The payment data is more limited than our 

main data, only covering 2013 to 2019. Appendix D gives more details about the data on 

payments and how we construct the payment outcomes. 

We estimate the impact on payments using the same strategy used to estimate test score 

efects (see Equation (2)). The estimated policy efect on average total payments from case 

start through month of the test is $2,141 or $1,964 in net present value, 9 percent of the pre-

reform mean (Table 6, Columns 1 and 2). Average monthly payments of all kinds increased 

by $52 a month (Col. 3). Average payments here include foster and permanency payments 

for the entire sample, including those who do not exit to permanency. Since the policy 

only increased payments in permanency but not foster care, we estimate the policy efect 

on average foster payments as a placebo. As expected, the estimated efect is small and 

not signifcant. Next, we estimate efects on monthly payments only for those whose case 

ended in a permanency placement: up $128 (17 percent) among those in adoption and about 

$362 (56 percent) among those in kin guardianship. Since the reform equalized payments in 

adoption and kin guardianship, we would expect a larger increase for kin guardianship as 

these tended to receive a lower pre-reform payment level relative to adoption. 
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Table 6: Efects on Payments 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Payment Outcome: Total NPV All Monthly Foster Adoption Kinship 

Policy Exposure $ 2,141** $1,964 ** $ 48 ** $ -9 $ 128 *** $ 362 *** 
(958) (888) (18) (17) (27) (29) 

pre-policy mean $22,965 $21,702 $448 $ 1,051 $ 736 $648 

Demographic Covariates Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
# of Foster care spells 19,117 19,117 19,117 19,117 3051 3331 

Source: Minnesota Dept. of Human Services data on payments. See Section 5 and Appendix D for details. 
Notes: This table shows results from estimating Equation 2 on diferent measures of payments to families 
from the state of Minnesota for fostering or taking a child into permanency. Data come from the Minnesota 
Department of Human Resources payment records between January 2013 and December 2016, infation 
adjusted to be in 2022 dollars. Each observation is a diferent foster care case, and each row and column 
shows a coefcient on the policy exposure variable from a diferent regression. Total payments (the frst 
column) are calculated as the sum of all payments made in foster care and in permanency (if applicable) 
paid to the family from the start of foster care until the month before the standardized achievement test 
taken three years after foster care start. Net Present Value (NPV – the second column) discounts the 
total payments by using the discount rate implied by the State of Minnesota borrowing cost in August 
2023: 4.6% in August 2023. The third column shows average monthly payments for any type of payment 
(foster payments, or payments made to adopted or kinship care families). The fourth column shows results 
on only the average foster care payments made to the child (excludes payments made in permanency). 
The ffth column only includes those children who exited to adoption and shows results on the average 
adoption payments made to those children. The sixth column does the same thing but for kinship care. All 
specifcations control for child race, ethnicity, gender and reasons for the child’s removal to foster care. 
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6 Time in Foster Care: Estimation and Results 

We examine how payment reform impacted time in foster care and the likelihood of exit into 

permanency. Prior descriptive evidence suggests that both prolonged stays in foster care are 

harmful to children and that children do best in a safe and supportive permanent home. 

Here, we use a survival analysis where for each child in foster care we can observe whether 

or not they exit each month, so each observation is now at the foster care case by month 

level. We adapt Equation (1) so that Yiat is an indicator variable equal to one if the child 

exited foster care in month t and zero otherwise. Our main analysis focuses on exit to any 

type of permanency. In supplementary results, we consider exits to adoption and to kin 

guardianship separately. 

The probability of exit in a month is a function of the duration of the foster care episode 

to that point. Without accounting for duration dependence, estimates of the DiD could 

potentially be biased. We account for this using survival models, beginning with the standard 

Cox proportional hazard, which the earlier literature has used in DiD models on foster care 

cases (Buckles, 2013). Consider survival time modeled as: 

x’βhiat,p|x,β = h0(p)e (3) 

where hiat,p|x is the hazard of exit to permanency for child i, who is age a in calendar time 

t, while p signifes that the child has remained in foster care for p periods so far (survival 

duration). 

Using the Cox model as a functional form for the duration dependence, we adapt the 

research design discussed in Section 3 by substituting the right side of the linear model in 

Equation 1 into x’β. For ease of reading, we take logs of both sides of Equation (3): 

ln(hiat,p) = λ(p) + β1(t ≥ 2015)1(a ≥ 6) + β2Xi + γa + δt + ϵiat (4) 

where β1 is the DiD efect of payment equalization on the hazard. λ(p) is the baseline 

hazard, which captures the likelihood of exit as a function of duration of the case (note 

that λ(p) = ln(h0(p)). The baseline hazard is directly estimated in the Cox case without 

assuming a functional form. Standard errors are clustered at the child level. 

Cox proportional hazard models are easy to interpret, commonly used, and avoid making 

assumptions about the form of the baseline hazard; however, they do assume that the hazard 

functions across treatment and control groups are proportional over the duration of the foster 

care episode.31 To make sure the results are not sensitive to this assumption, we also estimate 

31Such an assumption could be violated if, within a foster care case, exit probabilities change in the 
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discrete time hazard and linear probability models, neither of which make the proportionality 

assumption. Results prove similar across all models. 

To test for diferential pre-trends, we reformulate Equation (4) as an event study by 

dropping the single interaction term 1(t ≥ 2015)1(a ≥ 6) and replacing it with a vector of 

interactions between 1(a ≥ 6) and each calendar year. Normalizing against the diference 

in the immediate pre-reform year, the trend in these calendar-year specifc group-diference 

estimates reveals any trends in the diference leading up to the policy change. 

6.1 Results: Time to Permanency 

Here we estimate the impact of Northstar’s payment reform on the monthly probability of 

exit from foster care into permanency and fnd that, across models, the policy is estimated to 

substantially raise this likelihood (Table 7). Results are similar across Cox models that in-

clude only covariates needed for identifcation—year-month fxed efects and age fxed efects 

(Column 1)—and our preferred specifcation that adds case covariates (Column 2). Positive 

coefcients express a percent increase in exit probabilities for the older relative to younger 

children and negative coefcients a percent decrease.32 Our preferred specifcation that uses 

the Cox model and includes case characteristic controls fnds that payment equalization led 

to a 29 percent (not percentage point) increase in the probability of exit from foster care 

to permanency in a given month. As a frst alternative to the Cox model, we estimate a 

linear probability model predicting an indicator of exit each month presented in percentage 

points. The result implies a 0.5 percentage point higher likelihood of exit of a pre-policy 

mean of 1.6 (Column 3), implying a 31 percent increase, similar to the Cox model estimates. 

A discrete-time survival model, another alternative (Column 4), yields a similar estimate: a 

23 percent increase in monthly exit probability. 

Panel B of Table 3 presents results for exit to permanency when narrowing the sample’s 

age bandwidth around the sixth birthday policy threshold. Coefcients decrease somewhat 

for the age 2–9 and 3–8 bandwidths, though estimates return to a 22 percent increase in exit 

probabilities in the narrowest 4–7 years bandwidth. This is quite similar to estimates from 

the full sample, though the standard errors are almost double. As with test scores, shown in 

Panel A and discussed in Section 4 above, this provides evidence that results are not driven 

by diferences in unobserved confounding factors between children of diferent ages on either 

side of the age threshold. 

treatment relative to control group conditional on the same duration p spent in the episode. A necessary 
condition for this to hold is that the survival functions of the two groups do not cross; they do not (Figure 3). 
See https://bookdown.org/sestelo/sa_financial/how-to-evaluate-the-ph-assumption.html 

32This is derived simply by subtracting one from our estimates of the hazard ratio. 
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Estimated hazards give the relative decrease in time to permanency for treated children. 

We translate this into decreased expected time in foster care by converting the hazard model 

estimates into survival probabilities relative to a counterfactual case where the policy did 

not happen. Doing so yields an average decline of time spent in foster care of 5.2 months.33 

We compare this decreased time in foster care with the increased money and other potential 

mechanisms to shed light on our child human capital results in Section 4. 

Table 7: Efects of Northstar Payment Equalization on Foster Care Exits 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Exit to Permanency: Adoption or Kin Guardianship 

(Age 6+) x (Post 2014) 0.28 *** 0.21 *** 0.005 *** 0.23 *** 
(0.06) (0.06) (0.0007) ( 0.06 ) 

pre-policy mean .016 

% impact 28% 21% 31% 23% 

Model Cox Cox LPM Discrete time 
log-log hazard 

Controls No Yes Yes Yes 
# of Foster care spells 52,334 52,334 52,334 52,214 
Observations 667,992 667,992 667,992 662,906 

Source: Minnesota Dept. of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: An observation is a year-month that a child is observed in a foster care case. Each column and row 
are from a separate DD regression of the interaction between being age 6+ and in the post Northstar period 
(2015+) with age and year-month fxed efects regressed on whether there was an exit to permanency in that 
month (see equation 4 in the text). Columns 1-2 show results from cox proportional hazard models without 
and with controls. Column 3 shows results from a linear probability model. Column 4 shows results from 
a discrete time hazard model. For the hazard models we report relative hazard ratios after subtracting one 
from them. We subtract 1 from the ratios so that they refect the efect of treatment on the % change in the 
outcome relative to the comparison group. For the linear probability model we multiply the coefcients by 
100 so they refect a percentage point likelihood of exit in a given year-month, and we then calculate the % 
change relative to the pre-policy mean for comparison with the hazard models. Models with controls control 
for child race, ethnicity, gender and reasons for the child’s removal to foster care. 

33To do this, we derive one set of survival probabilities based on the estimated parameters and ob-
served cases, and another under the counterfactual that the policy was never implemented; i.e., the 1(Age 
6+)*1(post 2014) term is set to zero for all children. For each of the two sets of estimates, we then take the 
average of the survival probabilities over all observations for every month of foster care duration, giving us 
two estimated predicted average survival curves. The diference in the areas under the two survival curves 
expresses the estimated efect of the payment reform on time in foster care. 
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To give evidence on possible diferential pre-trends, we estimate an event study using 

the Cox specifcation for exit to any type of permanency from Column 2 of Table 7. One 

series includes only age and time fxed efects (triangle: corresponding to Column 1 above). 

Overall we see a slight downward trend in the pre-period, followed by a clear increase in 

estimated exit probabilities following the policy reform (Figure 6). The second (box-shaped) 

series directly connects these results to our estimated efects on children’s later academic 

achievement outcomes by narrowing our sample to the same age ranges used in the analysis 

of academic achievement (For academic outcomes, only children ages 4–14 are observed in 

foster care; see the discussion on academic outcomes in Section 2.2) and limiting to the 

sample of those who are predicted as unlikely to reunify with their family of origin. For this 

subsample, the estimated policy impact is substantially larger.34 

We continue to estimate substantial and signifcant increases in hazards in separate mod-

els for exits to kin guardianship and to adoption (Table A-4). The estimates show a reduction 

in time to permanency for both sub-types of exits and are similar to each other.35 We show 

the event study for exit to adoption and to kin guardianship in the panels of Figure A-3. 

For kin guardianship, the estimated impact in the years leading up to the policy is relatively 

fat, with a discrete and persistent increase in kin guardianship in the years following the 

policy. 

The fnal column of Table A-4 tests to see if there is any impact of the increased perma-

nency payments on reunifcation with the family of origin. This checks against the perverse 

incentive of adoption occurring at the expense of reunifcation. Further, Minnesota DHS 

believed it was possible that the policy could delay reunifcation by improving the bargain-

ing power of kin who wish to see improvements in the origin family’s home and also who 

might serve as alternative guardians should reunifcation fall through. Results in Column 4 

show that efects on reunifcation are negative but not quite signifcant at the 10% level, and 

almost an order of magnitude smaller than our main results (3.8 percent versus 21 percent 

for any exit to permanency). 

34The event study places these efects of an increase in the hazard of 100–125 percent beyond the control 
group. Equivalently estimated using a Cox proportional hazard model with controls (equivalent to the model 
ran to estimate Column 2 of Table 7). 

35Another robustness test is shown for kin guardianship in Table A-4. As part of the reform, new federal 
incentives led to a licensure requirement: to become a child’s permanent kin guardian, kin needed to spend 
the prior six months as the child’s licensed foster parent (also discussed in Section 2 footnote 9). We show the 
sensitivity of results to controlling directly for having met the licensure requirement (Column 2) by adding 
an indicator variable for being post 2015 and having had at least six months as the child’s foster parent. 
Similar requirements already existed for adoptions, so we do not include this control when the outcome is 
permanency overall or adoption. The diference between Column 1 and Column 2 shows that accounting for 
whether a child-month is ineligible for kin guardianship under this policy increases the efects somewhat but 
gives qualitatively similar results. 
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Figure 6: Event Study for Efect of Policy on Exit from Foster Care to Permanency 

Source: Minnesota Dept. of Human Services foster case data. Notes: This fgure shows estimated hazard 
ratios from the event study version of Equation 1. Each coefcient estimate represents the proportional 
increase in exits of older (age 6+) children relative to younger children, in a given year, normalized so that 
the last pre-reform year (2014) equals 0. The triangles show baseline estimates without controls beyond 
fxed efects. The boxes show our preferred specifcation including observable controls (such as child years of 
age, gender, race/ethnicity and reason for child removal into foster care) and limiting the event study to the 
predicted unlikely-to-reunify sample. In the preferred specifcation, the age-group diference in foster care 
exit hazards is similar in the years leading up to the policy change. After the reform, older children’s exit 
hazards fall less than younger children’s yielding a positive treatment efect estimate. 
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We do additional robustness exercises. To further test for confounding contemporaneous 

shocks, we perform a placebo test limiting the sample to children younger than age 6, estimate 

the DiD models keeping the calendar timing of the policy the same (post Jan 2015), but assign 

a fctitious policy threshold of diferent birthdays than the sixth. Table A-5 reports results. 

In Column 1, the threshold is wrongly assumed to be the second birthday, and children 

ages 0–1 are “control” and those ages 2–5 are considered as placebo treated. Column 2 uses 

the third birthday and Column 3 the fourth. None of the estimated efects are signifcant, 

and magnitudes are all substantially smaller than our main estimates.36 Finally, as with 

long-term outcomes above, we include assessment score fxed efects in the model and fnd 

no qualitative diference from our main DiD estimates. 

6.2 Evaluating Strategic Delays of Permanency Placements 

A concern for our identifcation strategy is possible strategic delay. In the period leading 

up to the policy reform date, potential adoptive parents or kin guardians serving as foster 

parents of young children might anticipate that their families would receive a larger stream 

of payments in permanency if they were to delay the child’s exit until the child’s sixth 

birthday. If such delaying of permanency is widespread and remaining in foster care is 

harmful, then this strategic delay could bias our human capital results upward. This would 

occur if increased time in foster care causes younger children to do worse, making it appear 

that older children have relatively improved achievement. Fortunately, the same data setup 

we use for our time-in-foster-care estimation allows us to investigate this potential “red-

fagging” of 5-year-old children.37 

Such strategic behavior should be observed as a shift in the mass of exits from before to 

directly after the age 6 threshold. We plot a separate histogram of the number of exits to 

permanency by age in months for children ages 2–10 separately before and after the reform. 

Pre-reform, the number of exits declines as children age, consistent with younger children 

exiting to permanency more quickly, but there is no clear bunching of exits after the age 6 

(72 month) threshold (Figure A-4). Post reform, exits also decline as children age, though 

we can see this trend is ofset somewhat by the policy as the decline in exits becomes less 

pronounced for children over the age 6, consistent with the goals of the reform (Figure A-5). 

Further, directly after age 6 there is evidence of some bunching in exits between the ages of 

36We cannot do this test on our long-term outcomes because we are limited to test scores on children who 
are at least age 4. 

37Another concern is that foster parents of older children immediately before the reform anticipate the 
possibility of higher payments if they were to delay until post reform. This would present in the event study 
of exit rates as a dip immediately pre-reform and an extra bump up immediately post reform. This is not 
observed (Figure 6). 
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73 months and 80 months. Likewise, there appears to be a small (of-trend) notch in the 

number of exits several months leading up to the age 6 threshold. Visually, the shift in mass 

appears to be relatively small. 

To quantify the amount of sorting over the threshold, we draw inspiration from the 

literature on bunching and notches (Kleven, 2016). These tools from the bunching literature 

allow us to estimate the amount of displaced mass and translate this into child-months of 

delayed exit from foster care. Details of this exercise are provided in Appendix E. We fnd 

that only 81 cases are delayed, and the average delay of these 81 cases seems to be about 

6.4 months. This is likely an overestimate and represents a small portion of our sample that 

is unlikely to be driving our main regression estimates. At the end of subsection 6.1, we 

calculated that the policy decreased time in foster care by 5.2 months on average for the 

3,860 older children who were adopted or taken into kin guardianship after the policy was 

enacted in 2015. If 81 of those exits were actually delayed by 6.4 months due to red-fagging, 
−5.2∗3779+6.4∗81 we can re-weight the average treatment efect as AT E = 

3860 = −4.95 months. 

That is, this anticipatory delay factor would lead to an overstatement of the magnitude of 

the time-to-permanency efect of 0.2 months. 

Alternatively, we directly check this concern by estimating a “donut hole” type regression 

that removes all child-month observations within a year of age of the sixth birthday threshold 

(ages 5 and 6) to eliminate cases most likely to be afected by anticipation (Lindo and 

Waddell, 2011). Estimating our models on this sample produces results that are either 

unchanged or stronger. Appendix Table A-6 shows results on permanency with and without 

controls and shows that results are similar when the children most at risk of strategic delay 

are excluded. 

7 Mechanisms 

In this section we discuss the magnitudes of our test score impacts and consider mechanisms 

more closely. We fnd that a net present value investment of $1,964 per child over three 

years leads to a test score gain of 30 percent of a standard deviation. Turning to an earlier 

literature on household income and child achievement, Dahl and Lochner (2017) fnd that 

a $2,000 increase in income from the Earned Income Tax Credit increased test scores by 

0.06 of a standard deviation.38 Duncan et al. (2011) fnd similar efects using experiments 

from cash welfare. Closer to our fndings, Black et al. (2014) fnd impacts roughly twice the 

38We took their estimate of 4 percent increase for $1,000 in 2010 dollars and infation adjusted to be in 
2022 dollars, and scaled to a $2,000 increase to be comparable to our own intervention size. We similarly 
scaled the fndings of other papers we cite in this section to make them comparable. 
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size of earlier work, an increase of 0.12 of a standard deviation, from a child care subsidy of 

$2,000. Milligan and Stabile (2011) fnd a somewhat larger increase of 9 percent of a standard 

deviation in test scores from $2,000 (in U.S.) dollars of income from a Canadian tax credit. 

Our results therefore are 3–5 times larger than the earlier literature and potentially refect 

a “good deal” relative to other investments in child achievement.39 

An important caveat is that the above discussion assumes our fndings are purely driven 

by increased income for adoptive and kin guardian families. However, there are some key 

diferences between our context and the earlier literature on family income and test scores. 

First, the above papers estimate the impacts of a single transfer within a year on test scores 

taken that year, whereas we estimate the efect of an increased payment stream over 3–4 years 

on test scores at the end. Regular monthly payments may be more valuable to accumulating 

child achievement over time than a transfer within a single year. 

Further, unlike most other transfer programs, permanency payments are guaranteed by 

the state until the child turns 18. If adoptive parents base their investments in a child on 

the total expected fow of income from the state, then this could help explain the larger 

impacts. For example, parents may base their perceived likelihood of a child going to college 

on the amount of money that is predicted to go into the household up until age 18 and be 

more likely to prepare a child academically for college if this amount is higher. To get a 

sense of the magnitude of expected payments through age 18, we extrapolate the results 

on increased average monthly payments in Table 6. We frst calculate the average age of 

exit in months to permanency for older children in the post period. This allows us to back 

out an estimate of the expected total monthly payments through childhood (94 months in 

our sample). We then calculate the efect on the total payment amount between case start 

and age 18 by multiplying the increase in average monthly payments from Table 6 by the 

number of months until age 18: $12,048 for adoption and $28,452 for kin guardianship. In 

net present values, these are $10,121 and $24,796, respectively. This represents a substantial 

increase in expected income that is more in line with the earlier literature’s fndings on test 

score gains. However, it is important to note that the test score gain happens before most 

of those payments are made. 

39Rather than benchmarking against income’s efects on test scores, one can also benchmark against 
evidence on educational interventions’ costs and efects on test scores. There are a few interventions that 
show comparable impacts at similar cost. According to the U.S. Department of Education’s What Works 
Clearinghouse, two middle school interventions have cost estimates and strong evidence of positive efects. 
We translate efects to be per $2,000 (2022$) for comparability. The READ 180 literacy program is estimated 
to raise scores by 36 percent of a standard deviation (15 percent for $717 in 2017$) and the Knowledge is 
Power Program 47 percent (24 percent average efect size across math and English for the cost of $771 per 
student year in 2008$). However, these interventions cannot really be scaled up linearly to produce as large 
gains as Northstar evidently did. 
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Further, the impact of additional money on test scores may be larger for foster children 

than for other children. This could be the case if there are decreasing marginal returns 

of money on achievement, implying a higher return for this very disadvantaged group of 

children. As shown in Table A-1, foster children have low scores of -0.77 standard deviations 

below the state average; placing their average around the 22nd percentile of all students. 

An important part of understanding these results is that the reform doesn’t just in-

crease family income but is tied directly to promoting permanency, increasing the stability 

of adoptive families and shortening time spent in foster care. Estimates in Section 6 show a 

shortening of foster care spells by around 5.2 months. Some of this shortening of foster care 

time represents permanency payments that otherwise would not have happened. To get a 

sense of this, we can calculate the number of additional permanency placements within the 

period of the treatment due to the policy. This comes to there being 474 more placements 

than in the counterfactual case where the policy was not implemented. 

The reduction of 5.2 months of time in foster care could itself be valuable, to the degree 

that this is less time in a home with foster parents who may not be investing as much in the 

long-term future of a child, and there are reasons why this could matter. In the common case 

where the adoptive parent was also the foster parent (or fostering kin guardian), permanency 

refects both an emotional commitment and legal obligation on the part of the otherwise 

fostering parent. Due to the legal liability for the child, parents face more incentives to invest 

in the child. We believe this speaks to potentially large benefts of incentivizing permanency 

for children in foster care who otherwise would not return to their families of origin. As one 

illustration of the change in legal power, kin foster parents often need to bargain with the 

origin parents over decisions related to care for a foster child. Given that origin parents still 

have many parental rights over foster children, they could pressure changes in how the child 

is handled. Full parental rights being transferred to the kin guardian could, in some cases, 

beneft the former foster child through increasing the kin’s bargaining power relative to the 

origin parent. 

In sum, we believe the combination of money and entrance into an adoptive home could 

be complementary in producing the sizable test score impacts. The increase in fnancial 

resources from expected payments is intuitively most valuable in tandem with a commitment 

to investing these additional resources in the child. Such an attachment is less likely to 

come from a caregiver who lacks full social, legal, and emotional commitment to the child. 

Supporting this, Chorniy and Mills (2022) fnd little impact of paying an increased stipend 

in foster care on child well-being, contrasting with the Northstar payments that only go to 

families where the child is taken into permanency. A key empirical question remains: Is 

the “marginal” permanency placement encouraged by fnancial incentives more or less stable 
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than average? This would not be the case if fnancial motives crowd our altruistic ones, but 

possibly would be the case if the slackening of fnancial constraints allows more potential 

matches between adoptive parents and foster children, in turn resulting in better matches. In 

the next section, we estimate impacts on the likelihood that, after being placed in adoption 

or kinship care, the child re-enters foster care. 

7.1 Stability of Permanency 

A fnal mechanism considered is how payments impact the quality of the permanency matches 

formed. The quality of a match is difcult to measure because direct parental inputs into 

children are not measured. As a proxy for quality, we look at how the policy afects the likeli-

hood that a child re-enters foster care after exiting into an intended-as-permanent adoption 

or kin guardianship arrangement. This analysis benefts from the extra work Minn-LInK 

did to match cases after name changes into re-entry into foster care. We estimate DiD haz-

ard models similar to Equation 3 but with re-entry into foster care as an outcome. Each 

case of interest starts with a former foster child’s transition into adoption or kin guardian-

ship. Whether or not the child re-enters foster care each month is put on the left-hand side. 

Treatment is assigned based on having been age 6 or older when they entered permanency 

and having entered permanency after 2014. The results show insignifcant efects on hazard 

ratios in models both with and without controls (Table 8). In our preferred model with con-

trols, the point estimate on treatment suggests a large 45 percent decline in the likelihood of 

re-entry for treated children. However, the estimates are not statistically signifcant (t-stat 

of 1.41). This is likely due to re-entry being (fortunately) relatively uncommon: out of the 

10,032 children who enter permanency during our sample, only 87 re-enter foster care to be 

placed with a new foster family. This in turn limits the amount of statistical power we have 

to identify efects. Regardless, our results at least show no evidence that the increased rates 

of exit caused by the payment equalization policy come at the cost of more fragile matches, 

and the sign on the coefcient suggests that such matches may be more stable. 

8 Conclusion 

In this paper we explored in detail how increasing payments to adoptive parents improves 

child outcomes. Not only did the Northstar policy increase the fow of money to these 

families, but equalization of payments between foster care and permanency substantially 

accelerated exit from foster care into permanency. Our analysis of mechanisms showed no 

evidence that these adoptive arrangements were less stable. Indeed, the family and emotional 
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Table 8: Impact of Policy on Foster Care Re-Entry 

(1) (2) 
(Age 6+) x (Post 2014) -0.45 -0.45 

(0.32) (0.32) 
# of Permanency Spells 10,032 10,032 
# of Re-entries 87 87 
Model Cox Cox 
Controls No Yes 

source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: An observation is a year-month that a child is observed in a permanency arrangement after leaving 
foster care. Results are from a DiD regression on the interaction between being age 6+ in the post Northstar 
period (2015+) with age and year-month fxed efects on the likelihood of being placed back into foster care 
after permanency (see Section 7 in the text for details). We estimate these models using a cox-proportional 
hazard model. We report relative hazard ratios after subtracting one from them. We subtract 1 from the 
ratios so that they refect the efect of treatment on the % change in the outcome relative to the comparison 
group. Column 2 includes controls for child race, ethnicity, gender and reasons for the child’s removal to 
foster care. 

life of the child seems to improve, with declines in suspensions and increased school stability. 

In turn, these improvements are shown to translate into achievement gains. Three to four 

years following the start of a foster care case, children experience large increases in academic 

achievement. Our estimate is that $1,964 in increased net present value of payments results 

in a 0.3 standard deviation increase in test scores. This is a high return per dollar relative 

to prior literature on income’s efects on child academic achievement. Further, this 0.3 

rise in test scores is worth about $32,000 in boosted expected net present value of child’s 

lifelong earnings, an implied beneft to cost ratio of 16.40 Knowing that foster children are 

severely disadvantaged academically and may have high returns to spending means they are 

a relatively easy group to target for fnancial investment. Such a policy is potentially “low 

hanging fruit” for states and policymakers who wish to decrease achievement gaps. In part 

this could be relatively easy to implement because the institutional mechanisms for providing 

foster families with payments already exist, and simply need to be extended into adoptive 

or kin guardian homes and/or increased as the Northstar policy did. 

Future research can attempt to better understand why the returns to investing in foster 

children in this context is large, as well as document longer-term gains to adoption and kin 

guardianship. It would be particularly interesting to follow adoptive and foster children over 

a longer period of time so that the counterfactual children not exposed to the policy can be 

40Hanushek (2011) fnds +0.13 standard deviation in test scores is worth an average $10,600 in net present 
value lifetime earnings in 2011 dollars. Infating to 2022 dollars multiplies this by 1.3. The BC ratio of 16 
may be overstated given that foster student earnings might be lower on average and that the $2,141 cost 
only includes policy costs (and benefts) to the time of the test score. 
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observed as they transition out of foster care. Given the large negative associations between 

aging out of foster care and life outcomes, documenting the longer-term benefts of fnancial 

incentives to adopt could be particularly valuable. 
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A Appendix Figures 

Figure A-1: Variation in Assigned Treatment by Age and Time of Case Start 

(a) Treatment Intensity Over Time 

(b) Treatment Intensity by Age and Year of Case Start in Months 

Notes: This fgure illustrates the variation used to identify the % months the case 
is expected to spend treated (shartreatedi) in Equation (2), assuming a 16-month 
expected foster case length. 
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Figure A-2: Pre- to Post-Northstar Case Assessment Scale Crosswalk 
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Figure A-3: Event Study of Policy Efects on Hazard Ratios of Exit 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: This fgure shows hazard ratios (with one subtracted from them) from esti-
mating the event study version of Equation 4. Each coefcient estimate represents the 
proportional increase in exits of older (6+) children relative to younger children, in a 
given year, normalized so that 2014=0. 
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Figure A-4: Exits by Months in Age, before Northstar Reform 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: This fgure shows counts of exits to permanency (the y-axis) by child age in months (x-axis) for years 
2011-2014. The dotted blue line refects the age 6 cutof of 72 months: when the child would qualify for a 
higher permanency stipend under Northstar. 

Figure A-5: Exits by Months in Age, after Northstar Reform 

Notes: This fgure shows counts of exits to permanency (the y-axis) by child age in months (x-axis) for years 
2015-2019. The dotted blue line refects the age 6 cutof of 72 months: when the child would qualify for a 
higher permanency stipend under Northstar. 
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B Appendix Tables 

Table A-1: Summary Statistics of Foster Care Cases 

Mean Standard Deviation 

# of case-month observations 699,413 NA 

Share post Northstar 0.72 0.45 
Share 6 or older 0.59 0.49 
Exit to reunifcation this month 0.0450 0.207 
Exit to any permanency this month 0.015 0.122 
Exit to adoption this month 0.009 0.093 
Exit to kin guardianship this month 0.006 0.078 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: This table shows summary statistics where each observation is a foster case-month for years 2011– 
2019. 
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Table A-2: The Impacts of Subsidizing Permanency on Ancillary Outcomes, Broken up 
Yearly 

Years after CPE start 1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 
Panel A: School Suspensions 

Policy Exposure -0.002 
(0.007) 

-0.007 
(0.008) 

-0.003 
(0.009) 

0.006 
(0.013) 

Pre-Policy Mean 
Obs 

0.13 
31,376 

0.12 
33,824 

0.10 
20,407 

0.10 
20,407 

Panel B: Mental Health Services 

Policy Exposure -0.011* 
(0.006) 

-0.004 
(0.006) 

-0.004 
(0.007) 

0.003 
(0.009) 

Outcome Mean 
Obs 

0.08 
31,376 

0.07 
24,932 

0.05 
18,966 

0.04 
13,502 

Panel C: Attendance 

Policy Exposure -0.014** 
(0.006) 

-0.016** 
(0.005) 

-0.005 
(0.005) 

-0.007 
(0.007) 

Outcome Mean 
Obs 

(0.88) 
24,851 

(0.89) 
19,940 

(0.89) 
15,595 

(0.89) 
11,508 

Panel D: Average # of Schools per Year 

Policy Exposure -0.063*** 
(0.022) 

-0.042* 
(0.023) 

-0.021 
(0.026) 

-0.095 
(0.036) 

Outcome Mean 
Obs 

1.75 
31376 

1.61 
24,932 

1.53 
18,966 

1.48 
13,502 

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data, Minnesota Department of Education 
K12 school data, and Minnesota Department of Health Medicaid data. Notes: This table shows results from 
estimating Equation 2 on outcomes other than test scores. Each row and column shows a coefcient from a 
diferent regression. The outcome shown in Panel A is any out of school suspension, Panel B shows average 
yearly attendance. Panel C shows average number of schools attended per year. Panel D shows any mental 
health service use defned over a year. In each case this looks over a yearly period. Column 1 averages over 
years 1–2 after case start. Column 2 averages over years 2–3; columns 3 averages over years 3–4; and column 53 
4 averages over years 4–5. All specifcations include controls for child race, ethnicity, gender and reasons for 
the child’s removal to foster care. 



Table A-3: Heterogeneous Efects by Child Demographic and Reason for Removal Subgroup 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Sample: All Female Male White Black Hispanic Native 

Policy Exposure 0.311 ** 
(0.155) 

0.084 
(0.231) 

0.618 *** 
(0.228) 

0.273 
(0.286) 

-0.001 
(0.324) 

0.262 
(0.471) 

0.620 * 
(0.324) 

Pre-Policy Mean 
% impact 

-0.78 
48.7 % 

-0.69 
12.7 % 

-0.87 
71.03 % 

-0.54 
50.56 % 

-1.20 
0.08 % 

-0.87 
30.11 % 

-0.84 
73.81 % 

# Cases 6908 3399 3509 2806 1221 703 1071 

Sample: All Neglect/Behavior Abuse Drug Use Other 

Policy Exposure 0.311 ** 0.34 0.327 0.403 0.044 
(0.155) (0.26) (0.506) (0.287) (0.308) 

Pre-policy Mean -0.78 -0.86 -0.95 -0.57 -0.72 
% impact 39.74% 39.53 % 34.42 % 75.44% 6.11% 

(0.008) (0.011) (0.024) (0.014) (0.015) 

Pre policy Mean 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.07 0.16 
% impact 13.68% 12.27% 0.87% 23.33% 14.38% 
# Cases 6908 2266 940 1563 2139 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data and Minnesota Department of Education 
K12 school data. 
Notes: This table shows results from estimating Equation 2 on the average of reading and math z-scores, 
where each observation is a separate foster care case. Each column limits the sample to a diferent subgroup 
listed at the top of the column. Each coefcient in the above table is from a diferent regression. Each 
foster case is a separate observation. When looking at a demographic subsample (female, White, etc.) we 
control for reason for removal dummies. When looking at a reason for removal subsample we control for 
demographic indicators. 
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Table A-4: Efects of Northstar Payment Equalization on Foster Care Exits for Diferent 
Exit Types 

Exit Type: Kin Guardianship Kin Guardianship 

adding licensure controls 

Adoption Reunifcation 

(Age 6+) x (Post 2014) 0.49 *** 
(0.10) 

0.61 *** 
(0.12) 

0.76 *** 
(0.13) 

-0.038 
(0.024) 

Pre-reform mean 0.009 0.009 0.006 0.069 

% impact 49% 61% 76% 3.8% 

Model 
# of Foster care spells 
Observations 

Cox 
52,334 
667,992 

Cox 
52,334 
667,992 

Cox 
52,334 
667,992 

Cox 
52,334 
667,992 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: An observation is a year-month that a child is observed in a foster care case. Each column and row report results from 
a separate DiD regression of the interaction between being age 6+ and in the post Northstar period (2015+) with age and 
year-month fxed efects regressed on whether there was an exit to diferent types of permanency arrangements in that month 
(see equation 4 and our discussion in subsection 6.1). All models include indicator controls for race, gender, and reason for 
removal. Column 1 regresses on the outcome of exit to Kin-Guardianship, column 2 adds controls for the licensure requirements 
mandated for kin guardian families to this regression, column 3 changes the outcome to exit to adoption (without kin gaurdian 
licensure controls), while column 4 changes the outcome to exit to reunifcation. For the hazard models we report relative 
hazard ratios after subtracting one from them. We subtract 1 from the ratios so that they refect the efect of treatment on the 
% change in the outcome relative to the comparison group. 
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Table A-5: Timeliness to Permanency: Placebo Treatment on Children Younger than 6 

(1) (2) (3) 

Exit to Permanency 

(Age 2-5) x (Post 2014) 0.02 
(0.07) 

(Age 3-5) x (Post 2014) 0.01 
(0.06) 

(Age 4-5) x (Post 2014) 0.03 
(0.07) 

Model 
Controls 
# of Foster care spells 
Observations 

Cox 
yes 

21,828 
275,878 

Cox 
Yes 

21,828 
275,878 

Cox 
yes 

21,828 
275,878 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: The full sample is limited to children younger than 6 in order to demonstrate placebo efects. Each column and row 
are from a separate DiD regression of the interaction between being in one of the placebo age ranges and in the post Northstar 
period (2015+) with age and year-month fxed efects regressed on whether there was an exit to permanency in that month (see 
equation 4 in the text). The frst column defnes the placebo “treated” ages as ages 2-5, the second as 3-5, and the third as 4-5. 
For the hazard models we report relative hazard ratios after subtracting one from them. We subtract 1 from the ratios so that 
they refect the efect of treatment on the % change in the outcome relative to the comparison group. Models with controls 
control for child race, ethnicity, gender and reasons for the child’s removal to foster care. 
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Table A-6: 
Ages 5-6 

Timeliness to Permanency: Robustness to Donut Hole Regressions Removing 

(1) (2) 

Exit to Permanency 

(Age 6+) x (Post 2014) 0.28 *** 
(0.07) 

0.20 *** 
(0.06) 

Model 
Controls 
# of Foster care spells 
Observations 

Cox 
No 

49,667 
596,183 

Cox 
Yes 

49,667 
596,183 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: This table shows our estimates on time to permanency removing ages over which there could potentially be bias due to 
strategic delays (ages 5-6). An observation is a year-month that a child is observed in a foster care spell. Each column and row 
are from a separate DiD regression of the interaction between being age 6+ and in the post Northstar period (2015+) with age 
and year-month fxed efects regressed on whether there was an exit to permanency in that month (see equation 4 in the text). 
For the hazard models we report relative hazard ratios after subtracting one from them. We subtract 1 from the ratios so that 
they refect the efect of treatment on the % change in the outcome relative to the comparison group. Models with controls 
include controls for child race, ethnicity, gender and reasons for the child’s removal to foster care. 
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C Appendix: Predicting Reunifcation 

At times we run models estimated on the subsample of CPEs that are predicted not to 

reunify. Cases where the child is reunifed with their parent represent 58 percent of foster 

care episodes. A reunifcation is typically the end result of cases where the underlying 

household issues are less severe and can be overcome with additional counseling or resources 

provided by a social worker. It is common in these less severe cases that, in a relatively short 

amount of time, Child Protective Services deems it is safe for the child to return to their 

origin home. Such foster care episodes can only last a few months and refect cases where a 

child is unlikely to be adopted, because parental rights will never be dissolved. 

Case characteristics that lead to reunifcation are predictive of cases less likely to be 

directly impacted by the policy, though it is possible that permanency placements displace 

reunifcation on the margin. If there are no or small efects on children likely to reunify, 

then including such cases could mute the estimated average treatment efects. Similarly, if 

these cases are fundamentally diferent from the sample of children who are the main target 

of the policy, then including them could introduce confounding trends in our DiD analysis 

(for example, this could happen if the composition of such children is changing over time or 

across the age distribution). 

Speaking with adoption experts at Allegheny county, they made it clear that, ex ante, it 

is not obvious which cases will likely end in reunifcation versus which children will ultimately 

stay in foster care and be candidates for adoption or kin guardianship. Cases that begin with 

relatively simple barriers to reunifcation can grow in complexity over time. Further, when 

we began this project we did not rule out the possibility that incentives to adopt may lower 

the likelihood of reunifcation for cases on margin of being reunited, making the assignment 

of reunifcation endogenous to the policy.41 We fnd that these issues remain particularly 

salient when looking at long-term outcomes, where the sample is smaller and downstream 

impacts of the policy are harder to detect. 

To address these concerns, we supplement our analysis by using machine learning methods 

to predict which cases are most likely to reunify based on a rich set of case characteristics. 

We apply a random forest to all cases that ended before the start of the Northstar Policy. 

The basic idea of the random forest is to construct “a tree” or a series of partitions based 

on diferent covariate values and then calculate the mean within each partition. Predictions 

can then be made by assigning the within-partition means to any observation where you 

observe the same covariates used in the partitioning. The algorithm chooses the covariate 

41While we estimate non-signifcant efects of the policy on reunifcation, the sign is negative and close to 
being signifcant at the 10 percent level. 
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values that defne the partition, as well as the number of partitions, in order to maximize 

the amount of information conveyed in the model. Such trees are subject to over ftting, 

which is guarded against by repeatedly bootstrapping the samples to construct many trees 

(a forest) in a processes called “bagging.” The algorithm then makes its prediction for 

an observation by averaging the predicted values in each tree over the entire forest. In our 

classifcation problem, the covariates predict a dichotomous variable: whether the case ended 

in reunifcation or not. 

To estimate a random forest: 

1. Starting with all cases that ended before the start of Northstar, we randomly select 60 

percent of this sample (10,000 cases) to use as a training data set. The remainder are 

set aside for validation. 

2. We next need to calibrate hyper-parameters for the maximum number of nodes for each 

tree (the number sub-trees or times at which a tree gets partitioned) and the number 

of explanatory variables that are randomly chosen to determine at whose values there 

should be partitions in the tree. 

3. Since individual trees are built on a bootstrapped sample, we calculate the error rates 

based on how the algorithm compares with the out of bootstrap sample (or out of bag 

error) as well as to the validation data set (“validation error”). Our hyper parameters 

are then chosen when we see these errors begin to converge to a minimum level. In 

our case at 300 maximum iterations with randomly selecting 9 variables to partition 

at each node. 

4. After running the forest we then can predict cases that are likely to reunify. We exclude 

cases that are more than 80 percent likely to reunify from our “unlikely to reunify” 

data set. These cases are ones that the forest predicts will likely end in another way: 

ages out of foster care, gets adopted or put in kinship care, a tribal adoption, or one 

of a few other unlikely scenarios, such as child death. These are the cases we believe 

the policy is likely the largest positive efects on. 

See Schonlau and Zou (2020) for more details. 

D Appendix: Measuring Payment Streams 

We construct the payment outcomes from 20,811 foster care cases in the state of Minnesota. 

The data on payments available from the state of Minnesota is more limited than our main 
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sample, with information on payments limited to those who entered foster care between 

January 2013 and December 2016. We infation adjust all payments to 2022 dollars. 

For our main payment results, we compare the costs to the state of paying the per-

manency stipend with the social beneft of the stipend, as measured by child achievement 

gains observed E = 3 years after foster care start. To this end, we either observe or im-

pute (in cases of permanency) a monthly payment amount from each episode’s start time 

until the month three to four years later that the child would take the achievement test. 

The exact number of months that occur in this time frame is chosen for each observed case 

based on calendar month and child age at time of case start. Achievement tests are taken 

in April of third to eighth grade as well as tenth, and eleventh grade. The assigned number 

of months/payments before the test therefore ranges from 36 to 47, depending on when the 

foster care episode started. 

For children who are exclusively in foster care during this time, their monthly payments 

are observed in our data as foster care payments.42 For children who exit to permanency, 

we only have data on the frst permanency payment as such payments rarely change in the 

medium run. We extrapolate out from the frst payment by assigning the same permanency 

payment up until the month before the test. In cases where no frst permanency payment is 

observed, we interpret this as no payments in permanency, which commonly occurred before 

the Northstar reform. 

Child care subsidies were ofered in permanency before Northstar to some children and 

discontinued after Northstar, as such subsidies were supposed to be more than made up 

for by the increased stipend amount. To measure the removal of the child care subsidy 

as part of the change in payments, we calculated the average child care subsidy that were 

paid out to adopted children.43 We then assigned this average to all adopted children in 

our sample who exited to adoption before Northstar and set the subsidy equal to zero for 

all children who exited after Northstar. To test the robustness of the payment results to 

how we handled imputing this child care subsidy, we also calculated alternative versions of 

the payment stream that either ignored the child care subsidy altogether or imputed the 

maximum subsidy amount allowed under Minnesota policy. Regardless of how we assigned 

the value of the subsidy, it made little diference to the payment results shown in Table 6, 

suggesting that the change in child care policy was not a major factor in changing the amount 

of the stipend. 

For each foster case, we measure the total payment stream as each foster payment plus 

42In a few cases, there are missing values between monthly payments, which we extrapolate based on the 
most recent observed monthly payment. 

43While some children who exited to kin guardianship also got a child care stipend before northstar this 
typically afected fewer children and good data on the extent of these payments from DHS was not available. 
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any permanency payment (including payments from child care), ranging from case start 

until the standardized testing year and month. The remaining children exited foster care 

via other paths (e.g., reunifcation with family of origin). They receive monthly foster care 

payment until their foster case ended and zero payments after that. Adding up this stream 

of payments yields total payments from start of foster care until time of the test. We 

additionally calculate the net present value of payments using the discount implied by the 

state of Minnesota borrowing cost in August 2023: 4.6 percent in August 2023. 

We also construct as case-specifc outcomes average monthly payment of all types, average 

monthly payments in foster care, average monthly payments in adoption if applicable, and 

average monthly payment in kin guardianship care if applicable. Every child in foster care 

has a foster payment, so average total payments and average foster care payments can be 

calculated for the entire sample in the payment data. Average adoption and kin guardianship 

payments are computed only for those children who are observed to exit into those paths, 

respectively. 
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E Appendix: Estimating Bunching over the Age 6 Thresh-

old 

In this appendix we discuss how we estimate the extent that Northstar might incentivize 

“strategic delay” of the permanency placement of children whose age places them near the 

age 6 cutof so that their parents can take advantage of the higher permanency payments for 

older children. Figure A-4 and Figure A-5 plot the number of exits to permanency at every 

child age (in month) for years before and after the policy change, respectively. The vertical 

blue line marks when the child turns 6 (72 months). Both graphs show a long-term trend in 

declining number exits as children get older. Visually, in the years before Northstar we see 

no clear displaced mass of exits before the age 6 cutof. Post Northstar it appears there may 

be a small notch of “missing” exits starting around an age of 69 months, with the displaced 

mass bunching beginning at age 73. The fact that there are still a substantial number of 

exits for children in the month or two before their sixth birthday implies either that there is 

a lack of transparency about how payments work or administrative burdens keep prospective 

adopters from precisely timing the move to permanency, or both. 

To quantify the number of displaced exits, and the average length they were delayed, 

we employ techniques from the bunching literature often used around notches in the tax 

schedule (see Kleven (2016) for a review). We begin with the simplest approach, which is to 

look within a small window leading up to the notch (age in months 55–68), and calculate the 

average number of exits per month within this window: yb. This average is then projected 

over the notch ages of 69–72 (ya) months. The estimated “missing” exits per month in the 
72P 

notch is estimated as yb − ya, the diference between the mean exits leading up to the 
a=69 

notch and the observed number of exits in the range of the notch. 

To quantify the average time cases in this notch area are delayed, we start with the 

frst month of the notch (a = 69) and assume those exits happen during the frst month 

of displaced “bunching” (a = 73); once all the displaced mass at age 69 is accounted for, 

we continue to age 70 and so on (assuming the mass at each age is systematically displaced 

up through at most age 80). We then present the average time these cases are delayed 

which can be used to bound the extent of the bias in our time to permanency hazard 

regressions. Note that the extent of estimated bunching is determined the same way the 
80P 

notch is: yb−ya. Across specifcations the estimated bunching mass is roughly equivalent 
a=73 

to estimated displaced mass in the notch, further reassuring us that our visual inspection of 

the start of the notch/bunching was correct.44 

44There were at most fve extra estimated cases in the notch that we assigned an exit of a = 81 
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The above approach assumes the counterfactual number of exits in the absence of any 

strategic delays can be estimated as the average number of exits between ages 55–68 months. 

We estimate alternative counterfactuals under diferent assumptions. To do this, frst we 

collapse the sample so that each observation is an age-month cell with our outcome of interest 

being the counts of exits to permanency at each age. We limit the sample to range from the 

youngest being ages 20–55 in months and the oldest being 81 months (when bunching is last 

clearly observed). We next estimate the following regression model: 

81X 
Ya = fn(a) + γa (E-1) 

a=69 

where a indexes age in months, Ya is the number of exits at age a, and fn(a) is an an n 

degree polynomial chosen to capture the trend between age in months and and number of 

exits. γa is a vector of dummies for each age in month over the observed density of the notch 

and bunching. These dummies are meant to capture the potential area of displaced mass 

from sorting below to over the 72 months threshold. Successfully estimating the coefcients 

on the polynomial f(a) requires looking over a horizon of ages leading up to the notch. 

Typically, we allow a more fexible polynomial by estimating the polynomial over a longer 

window. Specifcally, we estimate the window from months 55–68 in the uniform case n = 0, 

30–68 months in the linear case n = 1 and 20–68 months in the quadratic case n = 2. 

After estimating the coefcients on f(a) from Equation E-1, we predict the counterfactual 

number of exits in the absence of bunching (Yb 
a for min <= a <= 72). We then estimate the 

72 bP 
extent of delayed exits as Ya − Ya and otherwise estimate the time each exit was delayed 

a=69 
analogously to the simple uniform case. 

Table E-1 below shows the results of this exercise. We report the number of estimated 

delayed exits and the average months these exits were delayed. A roughly similar number 

of delayed exits are found using uniform (n = 0) and linear (n = 1) terms, while using a 

quadratic polynomial estimates somewhat fewer exits and a shorter average time to exit. 

Overall, the three models give similar results with a range of 59–81 delayed exits with an 

average delay of 4.85 to 6.54 months. 

Given that we see a fairly linear decline in exits over age in months in the pre-period, our 

preferred specifcation is the linear polynomial, which suggests that there were 81 exits, each 

delayed an average of 6.37 months. At the end of subsection 6.1 we calculated the policy on 

average decreased time in foster care by 5.2 months for the 3,860 older children who were 

adopted or taken into kinship care after 2014. If 81 of those exits were actually delayed by 

six months due to red-fagging, we can re-weight the average treatment efect as AT E = 
−5.2∗3779+6.4∗81 

3860 = −4.95 months. That is, our treatment efects of time to permanency are at 
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most a ffth of a month overstated due to red-fagging. 
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Table E-1: Bunching Analysis of Strategic Delay Times 

polynomial 

Uniform (n = 0) 

# of Delayed Exits 
72P 

( by − ya) 
a=69 

Average Length of Delay 

Estimates -79 6.54 months 

Estimation window 55-81 55-81 

Linear (n = 1) 

Estimates -81.2 6.37 months 

Estimation window 30-81 30-81 

Quadratic (n = 2) 

Estimates -59 4.85 months 

Estimation window 20-81 20-81 

Source: Minnesota Department of Human Services foster case data. 
Notes: This table presents results from our estimates of Equation E-1 for # of delayed exits and the average 
length of case delay assuming diferent ways of modeling fn(a) as presented in equation Equation E-1. Across 
the three panels we assume the polynomial (fn(a)) is of diferent degrees (uniform, linear, or quadratic). We 
also limit the sample to diferent ages over which strategic delay is estimated to match the potential amount 
of displaced mass observed in Figure A-5. See Appendix E for details. 
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